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FOREWVORD

The f irst seven chapters in this compil~ation riere prepared
by the authors as term pa~per. in & course recently given by
Amerlcean University on "Problem~s in AIPS." The authors, as
students in tne cvirseI represezut a cross-section of ABTY-A leaders;
hezrce, their papers represent a substantial coverage of the plans,
the prob'.eas, and tao installation of automtion in the A~rmed
Services Technical information Agenc.- (ASTIA). As such, it map
decided that use of the papers as vorkahop material was ideal.

The papers by Mr. Calvin ocers &and Kra. Claire Scnultz are
added because they are so closely related to ASTIA automation
as to be considered appropriate. They have been added with the
consent of the authors who will discuss then at the Woz kshop.
Botlh &%ý.hors bsve been associated with the davelopisnt of ASTIA's
automation.

It is hoped that these records of the actual experiences of
ASTIA in autcmting Its major functions vill. be helpful to others
as progress Is sAWAs.toward improved utilization of the ever increas-
ing =Lsses of scientific and tecbnical information.

vixMM V. DUNUT2
Colonel, MYA

* C.nda~r sand Director
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Ch I t er 1

Pruparing for Automation
by Lt Colonel Willai Hatond. LWAF, ASTIA

We, of ASTIA, 4to are attendirg this course played key roles In

developing an automation system. As managers we &aso had to recognise

and solve the management problems associated with converting our plane

into the actions required to Install the mystem. We have prepared a

coordinated series of presentations dealing with some of these marage-

sent problems. We will to,;ch unly lightly on the details of our

operation and of our computer applications. For thoseoof you who are

Interested In such details, we nugest you obtain e copy of AD 227,000,

O• Automation of ASTIA, A Preliminary Report, dated 1 December 1959.

We are not presenting our approach as the blueprint for automation.

We hope only to contribute to the reeervoir of knowledge and experience

beinlg eoauplated as each new automated application breaks through the

manual barrier. To quote Mark Twain, OWe should be careful to get out

of an experience only the wisdom that Is in It--.and stop there".

)W subject Is, ?freparing for AutomationO - the gearixg-up period.

It covers formulation of our objecttves, how we went about setting up

the impleaenting -achinery, and how our Isplementirg ac.tiono were cot,ceived

and executed.

The Armed e*rtoee8 Teehntcal Information Ageony -- ASTIA for short--

is a unique organization. It o assigned to the Air lbsoarh &nd Development

Coemm", but it has a tri-servioe respeneibility. Its poliey stems directly

from the Department of Defens. LTIA Is spioitfioally oharge d with the timely

eoahae of scientific and technical information within the Department of

Defense reseavah and deelopment oommndity.
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ASTIA has urider bibliagrophoi control about tchree quarters of amillion

technical reports accumulated since World Wtkr N. Only 200,0000 of these

reports are Included in the current automated operatiom. Tnej ame the

200,000 soot recently cataloged Into tboecollectUon and represent the

documentation of the past seven years' military research and devlopment

program. About 97t of ASTIAs servioes are currently being provided from

this collection$ More than a hundred new reports a day ar% added to the

collection.

ASTIA services about 2,000 military and government orgenIsatlensp and

over 3,000 contracts. 9;road emong more than 1,300 ivilian contractors.

These services consist of proceisine over 25,0CC now reports a year Into

the system and announcing their acquisition in a twice mont~hly Technical

Abstract Xi.lotin; furnishing one-half million copies- of technical reports

a year to f1il requests, and providing l1aSW report bibliographies covering

aW subject or combination of su~bjects In the collection.

About half the documents raquested, so"e 250,W.C a year, are not carried

In stock and suet be reproduced froc microfilm.

A5TIA'v apprnach to automation was pretty R;aCh along the li~ev suggested

by Canning and Chaplo-*xcert for tisinp. Earl.y considerations covered several

years san dealt !bootly with co~st factors and technical. r*easitity-&nd watit I'

fer the state of the art to advarce. Lrperts In all phasas of the operati c.

were called upon. Equipment aarufacturers ;retare4 stultIas and submitted

pr3possls; ASTIA managment Trepered still rore st#Adies enS evaluated the

acciumulation of !ato.

The AMYA Dmuaent Collection (AD reports)
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The -decision to autorate was reached in mid-NoyemLer 1958. 'ItLln a

week t1a itmass of accur--iated data was ground into the format requirel by

AF Manual 171-9, Management of Data Frocessing. Equipment, for sub~ission of

a proposal to automate. In an attempt to expedite hig!her Comand action, the

equjrment vouchers were submitted along with the proposal'. This was a mittake -

it actually confused t~e Issue, and delayed coordloatrin actions by higher

heaiduarters Staff.

The m'a or cone'Atlng servi ~e tinvlyir., the cZ)Atjr applications had been

provided by the 19M CorooratJnn-an-i ao you might expect, IbM equipment Yad

been recomended. However, to ASTlA'. cretit, con3lde.ition of ottar

manufacture-r equipment continued.

The actual gearing up for automation began in earnest the day the decision

to automate was made, some seven month& before higher Command approval. The

ASTIA Consander's first action was to name a project officer and designate the

major organizational segment that would &ssume primary staff responsibility.

The project officer was charged with develop~ng the detailed Implementing plans

and the organisattonal machinery for executing the plans.

I was selected as the project officer. Prior to my selection, I had been

given about four months to study the ABTIA operation and to become familiar

with the manual opmrational procedures. IV only association with ASTIA's

automation program during that period was te put together the original proposal

to eutcoete. rhIs was primarily an editorial and format review; no croative

inot was involved. IV primary guldance oem from the AN 171-9.

Abd~t three vwess after the automation proposal was submitted, an IOD

Plarailg Group was established. This group was compoed of the heads vf the

major ,tprational and support elemonts of ASTXA. The project officer became

the chanrm of the group. The Reeerch Requirome•ts Officer served as teo'hnical
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advi 3or. To maintain continuity and to broaden the base of participation, the

nu.,j Ywo Tan or each of tý.e major orga~nizational saements served as an

alternate m'ember.

The planring group as a whole met once a week. Th-Is reirular weekly

meeting was primarily to moulitor the rcheduled actions and to keep members

abreast of prorresa. Minutes of these, meetings formed the official records-of

progress toward implement.ation.

The plar.inirg group first undartook trne task of establishing a firm planning

base. A complete review of the proposal was rade and the specific objeztivoe

identified in term. of end products, functions, and effective datak.

Our broad general objective under automation was to provide more timely service.

In more spec~fIc tenrs:

1. To fill requests for documents fra, stock !n ttrea varking dqay.

~.To till requests for document* not carried In stock In five working

asys.

).To improve Inventory managerent so that 80 to 90 poe.cent of documents

requested would be Irostocked, and th.us filled In the jliniuur. of three days,

I.. Provide biLliorraphic service tby list of AS1IA Documents ) to thre. workin4

days. (This was later change to complete printout of all bibliograpble

a&d sabtract Information for each locumeat Included In * bibliography

5.Malota~a accurate document accouotu!tility.

6, Announce newly acquired documents In the AS'TIA Tech~nical Abstract Wialetin

within 30 working days.

7. Provide quarterly and annual zumulative Indexes to the Tec.hnical Abstract

Ahatract,

To .sccouiAllsh those objscttvoo It was determined that the following automated



applicAtioLS were necessary:

1,, Aatomatic rp.;'est validation to deterkirme tlt.e neod-to-knoo and security

claaran:e of the von-ollitary,requester.

2. Aut•matic invmntory control.

3. Automatic document accountability,

4. Automatic identification of document* requested vithout reference to

specific ASTIA catalol numbert.

5. Automatic duplication check of newly accuired docuzonis,

6. AutomatIc iNJex preparation for the Tectnical Abltw-ct 1-sc -etin.

7. Automatic cearch and rotrievr.l of Information held in the ASTIA documenI

collection.

Most of the a&pllcatlons readily idmnt:, '7ed were aseociated vwth the

processing the vocuests for documents. These were *business" or general

purpose aPllcattons. The applications associated with irforwation

retrioval were not so readily identified. Yo tried everything from brain-

storming to expert consultation. We also relied heavily on ASTIA's own

research and exper~ence in this area oaer a period of several years, At

this stage in our progress we had to settle for establiehing only the short

range objectives for the information retrieval application.

After we )-Ad identified the automated applications, we next concentrated

on the inputs that would be requireo. We identified the adlministrative and

bibl4.oraproti files Involved, and the preliminary processngq that wouli be

required prior to conversion of these files into uactinable fortm. We

determined those areas where files did not exist or where they oould not be

used is their present form. The oreation of an authoritative Thesaurus of

descriptors to be employed in the automated retrieval ystet is an example

of oge of the major tasks of this nature that was identiftied.



It was nexrt necessary to c',terrnins the resourres required to accomplish

our objectives. The Co=Az~aodr had establis~hed the concipt that there must be

no reduction In CT1IA's srrvieui and that no backlog& colal acclumulate during

the cotversiot~ from the manual to automated oparstion-. This recuire~d ani

evaluation of the magnitude of each taair to be accomplik.ohd and ASTIA's ability

to accomplish wfthdn tte resources to txi maido available during the period of

implementat ion.

The next phase in dsvt~oping the planning bass uses to refine: the, flow

charts of the automated operation and establiih a moter schedule for

Implementation. (See Attachment ) Before, these actions had been

accomplished, 4.t becaane apparent that the equipmenot originally recomended

vo'.ld not provide us, within the resources that could be made availabla, the

end products we desired In accordance with the timtint we had established.

By this tine we had become very such interested in the Remingon Rand

new VWIVAC Solid State computer (US8'90) wihich had been announced suasequent

to the s.~balsuion of our proposal to automate. Only the punch card configura-

tion ot this computer thea, had been announced, sand a punch card operation would

not do the complete job we had to mind. However, further examination of' the

U*-% ;,ý,putor convinced us that with Us, addition of marnetic tape and randois

access capabilities, It. would do th. job we had set out, V do -both the general

and special purpose appliostions that we Mai envisioned. Addition.-Lily, a eloser

examnination of the Potential of this computer led us to re-evaluate both our

short range and lor4 rs4o objecti ves In sechantsed search and retrieval of

Inormation. You wi11 hear more, on this subject. from W. Borden In reference

to our plans for inte~ratqd data processing.

OJEM 650 RAXAC with magnotic tape for Ift-inesse application and the. IBM 9900,
ootlIndes Analysef for Inrormetion retrievai.
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While the Oi'fice of the Sicretary C D•.er.se was still evaluatingr our

proposal to automate--perhars with sorse tkE;t JcisLs--Jn view of our propcsal

being based on providing better and faster service at somewhat higher cost-

we submitted new eculpirent vouchers ror the Remington Rand USS90 computer.

We supported our chane Ir. the seleMtion of hardware on the basis that we could

mcve faster toward both cur short ind Iong rerpe objectives, and at less cost

than with the equipment that we had originally recommended, This was also

true for any other hardware then on the open market, On this basis we sold

a bill of goods-Cn 24 June 1959, Headquarters USAF gave its flr-ýl a;roval,

with an on-the-air date for the USS90 card configuration of 15 Februar) 1960;

the magnetic tape configuration 1 July 1960; the RANDEX to be added on or

about I October 1960

We did not receive the official notification of the approval until 7 July

1950- However, on the basis of the advanrce knowledge of the USAF approval, we

were able to process a contract on 29 June for the rile conversion required for

"*he business application of our operation. Thus we were able to use funds we had

withheld from lower priority contractual projects during the year, No additional

funds have to this day been provided by higher headquarters to implement the auto-

mated operation, Only the equipment rental has been assumed by ARDC. If we hae

not been able to process this contract, it is unlikely that we could have automated

during this Fiscal Year. Our detailed advanced planning ltad paid big di-idends

from the very beginning.

With the official approval in hand in early July 1959, implementation tempo

increased, The Data Processing Branch was establirshed and programming and file

conversion got under way, The EDPS Planning Group continued to function as the

ORem1rgtor . trado name - ranlm Access Unit
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staff monitoring medium. Project officers were assigned to dirict each of the

major impleynanting actions that the group had Identified.

The Univac Div' 5100 of Remington Rand furnished cu. eyetemz analyst and one

prorramier full time to assist In developinp the computer progrrsu. 'his service

4as Included in the file conversion contract, In addition to the services covered

In the contract, Remington Rand Vnivac provided technical assistance and the

facilities of Its Service Bureau on an on-cell basis. Although the equipment

cirntract provided for d.0 hours of' debugginig tire, all the time that we could

profitably utilize vat made available as we needed It.

Duaring the Implementing poriodg the Deputy Director of ASTIA usually

attended the weekly meetings of the EDPS Planning Group, and p~rticipated In

the actions of the group. When Command approval was required for design or

format of end products, or for any deviations from the approved plan of

action, the project officer would schedule a meetingf with the Commander to

present thes factors bear~nF or. the matter under toneiier.ttcr.. A sort of

info-mal steering group con~sisting of the project officer, the research. reculre-

'Monts officer, the chief of the Managemient 
Division, arid usually the cl~i.f of

the operatIng division, most concerned part~cipated In these meetings witih the

Commander.

The Cr)--nder reviowed the minutes of the weekly meetings of the kOPS

Planning Group, and was usually aaiare of the actions that were on the way up.

There was no Instance of major disagreement on significant Issues among the elem~ents

of the ASTIA staff. Command decisions were f'-rthcominr or. a timely basis. The

Cowmmander maintained a deep personal Interest In the automalion program an~d

Insisted that implementinir actions 'te comploted on scktedule.



Many ASTIA people made significant enntribution3 to the esuccesaful conversion

from the manual to the first, stage automated operati-n. This conversion was made

on the data scheduled, without the benefit of parallel manual operation. This paper

was prepar*J just four weeks after the operation was put on the air. Although the

data cleanup haa been challenging, and the workload. the highest In the history of

ASTIA, the first stage operation I-@ approaching routine. We are now reprogramminp

f or tapes and developing new prorrams for the added applications of the second and

third stages of automation scheduled for 1 July and 1 October 1960 respectively.

The pressure increases daily, but all1 of ASTIA is behind the effort. The Data

Processing activity is operating In a permissive atmosphere.



Chapter 2

Selection, Training and Relocation of Personnel
by Leroy R. Barnes

Genera~l Situation

1. Colonel Boeumon bas briefly outlined the get .ready phbase of ASTIA'B

automation pro~rsem Tb. subject of this paper Is pernonnel- -selectiLou,

tsaialng and relocation. As in any conversion froma essentially a manual to

an automated operations the personnel "aspcts of tat conversion are both

widespread &ad, to many insatance&, a very personal, close to hcaut matter.

I doubt if there Is a oin~le employee In our Agency wion feels be or ohs has

been auaffectea by o~ur automat ion prot~rsa. As a mittar of fact, tte re ame

few If any persons who have not been affected evea if caly oli~bt.,. For

exaplea: The miail cleras now process requeLts ta punched caz~1 form; now that

we have Inventory control, the documnt stock cler"~ only handle those requests

for which there are documents on the sbelz*; tiae surply clerk io now ordering,

stockin,; "An contz'vllin& many new Items of os'i~ly and equipment.

2. 1 could go on with -an uore exteeples of tbeh effevct of eatomation

upon people In all orroeniational. units. Suffice it to say that everyton

Is affected, duties are chent;Iza, and tine old day-to-.4sy rrjutines are no

longer applicable. We have been told CU1 of our lives that 1.*ople resist

chanie--that they do not want their daily routines upset. ThiLs in g~enerally

true - end is particularly true If they are not informed of the nature of'

the cb&AVs and cannot personually estimate tat impact. In ABTIA we made

a very definite point of keeping~ our personnel Informed. It is the Coasander s

policy to infurm the peo~lol of plannad actions and keep them informed to the

Ereatsot extent yoodltbhe.

Ksapiang i&ployees Infola.2ed

3. On 15 September 1958 a memorandum, subject: "IM( Training", was

provi-dod ALI Supervisors and Employees of ACTIA from the Ccmwaandar. This data



was 17 monthks ahead c~f the autaziation operational date and 20 month orm-r

ahead of aniy poss~ible adverse ewployue sae'iu. To this memorandum employmes
A.Ad

wart aruod to talr an aptitud~e test,/to take advanta~re of local treainiog

courses to fit tbwm for the now Positions In the automated operation. The

point I am making io tbis--ASTIA employees were informed of the autamtioa

pl~an at the earllieut possible "ato; they were kept Informed; and most

important, they were given the opportunity to participate and were se.lect*J

for these now positions.. The reults have been d~raiatic--we have not only

Coo* forwa~rd In a "peraisoive* atiospbro as poirited out by Colonel Hammoad,

tivjt It aLso bas been and in an enthusiastic statoepbare. T2 counter any

raised eysorows, I offer these facts: (1) Durind the past year and a half,

there has been sio appreciable changes In the total number of ASTIA employees--

J~t tn September 1958 and 35 today. For one short period we did have

approximately 360 personnel assioned. (2) Le~r,; back.logs both In dociinent

proeessiuk, (cataloginge, abatractiac!, announcement.) and in request processing

were elijailiated. (3) The major personnel effrt (25 man-years) In the

prepiaration for autr'.ation was accomplished in house--the development of the

ASTIA Thesauarus of Descriptors and the sealwsat of the descrtntors to the

AD col~lection (the suoject of Xr. Rehbock's paper), the tralingn of personnel;

the devoloalent, teotind, an debu~Zina, of the ecomputer programs; and the many

otr~or tima-consuming aspects of getti'W; readY for autnation.

U. I submit that this all-out effort reflects enthusiastic support and

an smaxainýy h~igh degree of pcrsooa~l and unselfish effort on the part of

employees at all levels.

5. 1 believe that the s~~coens of this prog~ram Is directly rcttributable

to the participation of our experienced personnel, end it is may firm co~nviction

that we cou~ld not have hired snough UPIS specialists as such to have progressed

this far.
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Phase Out

6. To provide a .artial insight Into specitic a ects of tb Sta•ffing

for ED], it is ?ertianet to briefly describe the kinds of em•.,-yees in ABTI.A.

In the Document Processing Division, Scientific Amalysis branch, the person-

nel perform a subject analysis of the reports and review an autnor sbstract

or prepare an abstract. In the main these people have scientific or tech-

aical backgroundd--MAthematics, Physics, f.teneering, etc. The Ci-v.l

Laervice people have had difficulty associating these qualification require-

ments vith the job title category of Librarian. In the Customer Service

Division some of the employees have a background similar to th,se in the

Document Processing Division with somevbha more emphasis on the Reference

Librarian profession. Since these people are directly associated with our

custoers in their day to day work, there is the requirement for a high

tegree of public relations competency. The Peproduction Division is

staffed with personnel ew*prtenced in printing, photographic and related

fields. Throughout the entire organization there is a fairly high per-

centa&e of personnel with varied backgrounds- no specific pattern - who

by long service in ABTIA have becme qualif-id "Documestalists, a desig-

nation that is gradxaaly becoing =..ly recognised.

7. AOpbase aowt study w"a 4m•Wlete4 in October 1)59. This study

identil10i4, la p"eific detail, posltiow associated with thos functiocs to

be autmate. This survey dd cat deal with relate dainLsttatIve ean

ouyerwisor,( positims that would be afteted- Theom vere 25 opeatio•alI

positioas affected.

Btafftti the Data rrcesulma Dranch

8. With few ezeoptlos, the persomml in tba Oata Prooessin Branmch

were rasstie4 frm with&i MTA. They brought to their now jobs a wealth of
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substantive pr~grom know ledte and experience. The concentration of experience,

ttb. tL~aeliness of railj t U thorouh *yet*=s analysis, and pro-operational

proerum develao~xeaot tostine anid debu,:gIng have lArtiely compensated for thie

lack of numbers.

9. In the initia~l pruposial, the aanninS requiriesnt for the Data Procesbing

activity was 27 spaces and an astimated event'aal savines of 70 spaces based on

estimated reqirmemnts in a aaaua3. operation. With the change from INE to Rm

Reand aquipment predicated upon cert~ain concept~asl chang&es, the manning require-

meat chang~ed to 17 civil'.=& plý:s 1 military for the W~tia operation

Y:*&e I (pumnhed card operation) - with 2& additional 3 civilians under Phase II

(magnetic tape) beLA"Jiag I JvAy 1960. iabeequently with added workload& and

progron changes, a requirement of 3 additional Civilian spaces was recognized

for a tota of 223 civilians and 1 military. A mannming chart is incl.uded as TkB A.

10. To provide a basis for screenind, selection and traiuing, three

apitude tests were given AdTIA amploymees with too following results:

Test 3Imber Participating RWan of scores

Aptitude test for NSM
Prutvmsrer is 67-A - D

Punch Card Ma~chine Operator
,v.tituds Test INUK 65 41-A - ID

Card Pwanch Aptitude Test
(The Psycbc3.ocical Corporation) 65 164-A -57D

Al%.aouagh the teat results were not canaluaslve is all reepects, there wortn

ind~cator, which proved very helpful In making selections.

U.. The 3 assignd projeinmsers scored 67 A, 59-3 and 53-D, 3 of the 4

beat scores in to progrower aptitode test.* The background, training and

experimene of our programming steff are silpificaft. The senior proptrom

b.~s a master's degree In mathematics, h. ysears of bibli6Mphi experienGe iO

MgTIA &ad six mouths pro-iou* experience as a progroner trainee. Antothr



progranmser has an accounwting backg~round with several years of administra~tive

experience in ASTIA. Our third proL7%=.-er is a Buslaeso A~niuistration major

who worked part time In ASTIA while obtaining bli. deexwe fram American Uaiver-

3ity and then had better than a year's experience In the managem~ent engineering

staff prior to his &esi~mwnt to data procossiate. Tb. console operator had

several yearn' experience to the report processing (cataloging) fu~nction In

addition to comunication equaipment coding and operating experience. The

programers and console operators double In brass in performing the piogramodg

and ecomputer operations. This arrangement has proven Invaluable In the develop-

meat of their proficiency.

12. Another factor that contributed to the success of our staffing was

the arrangement whereby we selected the best of the card punch operators from

the eMa Pand employees working on the service contract. Tb. timing was Ideal�-

we employed them just as the contract was being wound up!

13. A brief somiry of the relocation or reassigament of MSTLA employees

to the Data Processing Breach is pertinent. The Branch 8secretary, the MCAN

Supervisor and a Prodremor were traewferred frcu the Plane and Analysis Dranch,

Management Division; two Programers were transferred from the Customer Service

Division; %be Console Operator wias transferred from the Docinent Processing

Division; and the 1CM (Key Punch, Tabualatink;, Cleft-Verifiers) Operators wore

transferred from al.L1 tuLree oparating divisions.

14 1 have approached the task of describing MSTIA's experience in

selecting and training a data, processing staff with tougue in cheek. I believe,

without qualification, that the success of the program is mostly the result of

exceptional staffing.

15. Wd7IAas "data processing macager" has over 20 years of military

service with the Amuy Engineers and the Air Force primarily in geodetic and

cartogra~phic work. Be has comiaod and staff experience io the Amay, Navy and
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Air Force. In the data pocersini. field be was "n *xiperiezcsd user of special

purpose daia prucesairq_ equipment associated with his profescional field 00 such

ý'projects an eb ta~lolhi.~g the Iinntumentation g.irid for tbe Ca" Canaveral. missile

raig and for the Special Weal'ras C'zsnmd test raig In Nevada. his ;.Aat job

before coming with A6bIZA vas to establish the geodetic datum for missile operatio

from Forzoes atpiast tar(,vto on the mainland. These jobs are siCnificant maly

to that they requaired tank force type oreanisationsansd Airborne electroni

survey equipment. -lthouL~h he had so previous experience In technica" documen-

tation or with AST.A's operation, be bad about 5 months to study the ABTIA

operation prior to his aasitpent as project afficer. It took most of that t~ie

to becom familiar with the manual operatioual j~roceiures and to became conver-

rant to the technical and procedra lingo. .1

16. The Deputy CLIief of the Data Processing Drench-Au 25 yea"s of first

hand line and staff expierienct in date prosin;. Ase bee a coatination of

governmnt and Industrial experience. do is the only principal rieber of the

origenization recruited fran outside the Ag~ency. Prior to joining our staff be

was on the Hq U5A staff and vas lacel Instrumentsal in steering ASTIA's

proposa thzoe USA) and DMD. Be brou~,ti to our operation a wealth of experience,

know-how, and savvy and has made an iimea~zrsible contribution to the success of

the program.

I' could name mzany others in ASTI~iA vbo have Cade great contributions

to the success of the project..thle baa truly be"n a team, effort. An example

is the MANM Supervisor who io a Princeton giranuate with a 7oreicn Affairs major

and three years experiencea as a translator in addition to eight years in a

variety of asnimaets in ASTIA. We discovered very early Is our operation t -hat

the reauirwmevts of this position were much beyond being Jost a "supervisor" of

maclo operatiLons.* There wee the requirement for a person with detailed kowm-

ledge and egpierience in reimest, processind the function beiang miatasaed
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18. The training of ASTIA PBnployees for EDFS fa~ll into two general

categories: (1) specific trainiag fro progruminrs, console operators, PCAN

operators and (2) tou."ss offered locally by universities such as this one -

*Prob~ems in ADPB".

19. In t)Ye first category, our programmers and console operator have

all had a cracent rated four weeks course in basic prog'wmintg and a two week

course In 71.7wastic Progrmaming. Three other employeas - one from the Pleproduic-

tion Division, -Aw tron the Customer Service CIvision and one from the Plans wad

Analysis Branch, Mmahgemwt Division - took the Flowinatic Course. The MCAN

operators r~iassipod fr.. within the Agency were all giverA specialiadd

trsinlnZ by Ro ihnd in the macnine operations.

20. In the second category, selected personnel from all parts of the

orgeanizatioa are taking after duty courses to learn more about ZDPS. This

fiscal year a total of 32 AMT employees will haew cceipleted the course

*Automatia Data Processing Systms and 7 are takng this course, *Problems in

ADM provided bere at Arlington Mll by American LUtvereity.

21. Through the years ASTIA has had a lim~ited but quite significant

carer dewmlopwt sa" training prea... For eLOeI--tWo of our key people

have ha the ANA Is veek ~Nmant Course, and we have provided specialized

courses, to la~rLe nibers of our personnel in w~~oemet4tium" and "Namaefient

of Bcientifie Wnormations. This year our progm has been alacat entirely

devoted to =M training. Ineidentall1y, our training progrm this year Is being

funded at about $3,000.00.

22. At this poIz.t in time, the situation is estimated as good or better.

ASITA's automation Is on schedule sand It was an ambitious schedule. we were

on the air in loss then 2 yers fm~ tbe beginning of the feasibility study.
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In the month and~ a half of Dperatlu"~, we have cyerccmt ever-1 otstac~le -there

has beea w. interruptioz of operation or service to our cu~itomeria. The flow of

vorit Is bejýInning to even itself out and service time Is .L-ost back to the

immediate pre-.&stamatod operation t".~i which was the best in ASTL~s history.

This bas been acemplished to the face ct ever increasing~ work.loada - In March

we receivod over 50,000 raqw.aots for docucients - t.he higbest number in the

history of the Agenc y.

23. The question of the Impact *apon our personnel has been raised. The

intWa impeoct Is past -by far the majority of our personnel have msea the

ad.justm~ent. Many of them are in new positions with greatly expanded eaLrnind

potontia. Therv romaio a few (a"'zt Vrý) ampl yves. who am. occupying positions

that ane Ia the procens of hjeing phaa~ed oiut. Tlay have not as yet qua~lifiled for

nev poeltiocs that are developing.' We have not had nor do we entieipoto t~he need

for a reduct ion -U -force pro~rm because of conversion to azatcoation.

24~. 7The future looks bright from the personnel viewpoint. Within the

approved Grade structure, there are !-amtloaal opportuaitties for the next

several years In the Data J'roccosin,; Irmacl. Within the very near future, we

plan to lmplawent an approved CSC tradnin4; and pr~miotion proGrau that will

permit hiri~ae a limited nuinber of caref-aily sislectad trainesii for future staffing

in the Data Processind Branch a4 well "s otbcr areas In the A~eacy.

25. There is no simple formula for the successful handling of personnel

aspects of conersir to autamtion. It ts a combi~natiou of umany things. Listed

In order of L.-%orteace:

(1) A namoar .sitb both cLzavuad andI cat.! eirpsrience with tne ability

to 1,et a job dosie on scledule

()Sgpporting staff experience

(3) A planning group me" kip of executives and managjers high enoueh

io the orga~nizat~ion to reach conclusions and assiga resouices

to cot a job done



(I) Selaction of the key personnel for the Data Processing Branch

frcn the staff and operstoin elemnts

() Timing -treinZ, proim deve loet, testin,, abvginC.

26. In suimary - it can be stated that by loforming ycour rtronnel at the

earliest poai&141 date, by making poosible their participation, by zelectin& the

people trm vithin the orgaemiation, by provi41lg for their training for their

new asasi atc- tbiso asr the e*Lmets that spell success iz a converelon to

automation.
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NAMING CRAM~

Data Promsiý'aZ Praacb
NXaa.agmnt Diviiiion

Armod BervIcee TactuicaJ. Ldu~rmaton A,-ency

6 April 1M

Autbortmod

?DO branch Office, O~~n

Chief1
Deputy (Chief

(Supv. Diii. CorV. Systerus Otflcor) 1
Diciltal Computer Sysems~ Aaalyit* 1
Secretary '(8 .ezu)

TDOD Data Preps..,ation Bect1ja

Supervisor *Add.SioAlom Duty
Key Puacb Rupervisor1
Key Punch Oyaratvr
Clerk-WAM Verifier 3
TabulAtor Operationsa Superviiar I
Tabulator Op. ratur 3
File Clerk 2

11.

TDOP ??ogym S~ectiozI

DiGjte.1 Comuter Pwo~rumaer 3
C3.erk-6tenograpber 1

TDZUC C 2wputr Seetloo
D1I.1ta1 Cmpvator Systems operator 2

2

Total Hmezing 24.
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Chapter 3

File Conversion, Data Claanup and. In;entory Control
by Free A. Keller

FILE CONVERSION

In order to %nderstand the extent of the conversion tasks, one

must be familiar vith the size of the ASTIA collection and the

variety of files that had been established over a period of years.

During this period of approximately 15 years, ASTIA's collection

had grown to over 750,000 iridivdual reports. Curven*ly, the

accessions amount to approximately 30,000 new reports annually.

The files that are nweded to permit proper servicing and

control of such a collection are as follows:

a. Source - record of each report filed by source,

fully identifying each report.

b. Validation File - record of subject categories,

current security classification and release limitations arr-nged

by AD (ASTIA Document) number.

c. Security Control File - record of current security

classification and aUthority therefore of each report in the

collection.

d. Catalog - record of each report by subject, personal

author, project or crntract number as applicable.

e. Inventopy - record of number of copies of classified

reports on hand.
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f. Field of interest Register - record of each non-military

user's eligibility for ASTIA services - includes subject areas and

classificaSion authorized, contract number and date of expiration of

the contract.

"The ASTIA collection consists of several different series. In

preparing for auto-tic data processing, it was decided that only

the most recent series, i.e., AD, warranted the effort involved in

file conversion. Even on this basis the task was of staggering

proportions. For example, the source file averages one and one half

cards per report, and the AD series consisted of about 200,000

reports at the beginning of 1960. The source file requires up to

89.alphan'mleric characters of information for complete identification.

The v.lidation file and the inventory file for the 200,000

reports were combined and required up to 30 numeric characters of

information each, of which about one-third were non-standard punching

as explained in the discussion of the field-of-interest register file.

The inventory information had to be added to the validation file on

a carefully controlled basis just prior to the operational date for

EI!'S. The task of taking the inventory is doacribed later under

Inventory Control. The security control file, being an authority

file whicn continually required manual access, was not converted.

The catalog consisted of about 1,500,000 catalog cards filed

by source, subject, personal author, project number and contract
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number. This file had been manually maintained and was growing at

about 200,000 cards per year. This file had to be replaced by

approximately 1,800,000 punch cards representing descriptor-document

combinations for use in the machine retrieval system. These punched

cards required an average of about 20 numeric characters each.

The Field-of-Interest Register (FOIR) file involved only about

4,000 individual contracts for some 1,300 contractors. However, it

was one of the most diffic~it to convert because a user's need-to-

know could encompass any one or more of some 240 subject categories.

In order to effectively reflect the subject categories in one punch

caid, it was decided to use dedicated positions in about 70% of the

card. This entire area the-efore required non-standard punching.

A seven digit code was established for each user. The first four

digits represent a specific user and location, and the last three

aigits represent a specific contract. In addition, a "via" office

must be designated for each non-military user who is authorlw.ed

access to classified information. The "via" office is represented

by a four digit number in the same series as the user code discussed

earlier. The FOIR card can require up to 260 numeric characters of

information with the average sonc'hero around 100. As an indicator

of the impact of non-standard key punching, the rate for the FOIR

cards was 25 man-hours per thousand compared with about 11 man-hours

per thousand for the soirce file which is a more conventional key

nching job. This type of FOIR card carried all the information
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required for processing requests as far as user eligibility is

concerned. However, in order to facilitate manual access it was

necessary to establish a user code-user address file (averaging

about 5 cards per user and about 50 alphanumeric characters per card)

arranged according to user code and another arranged alphabetically

by user name. Finally, it was found necessary to establish a user

code-contract number file (averaging about 20 numeric characters per

card) arranged by contract number and according to user code in

order to facilitate manual access to this information.

The conversion of all these files was accomplished under cortract

and timed to permit ASTIA to become operational with EWPS on the date

initially scheduled.

DATA CLEANUP

The scope and extent of the data cleanup were recognized early

in the planning for automation. Insofar as possible, data cleanup

was accomplished in advance of file conversion. In some instances

it had to go along concurrently with conversion.

ASTIA's task in the area of data cleanup has been a difficult

one because of the variety and extent of its working files pl us the

fact that, in automation, some files would be combined which had

previously been separate and vice versa. The source file was a

tremendous task because of an almost unbelievable diversity in report
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numberizZ systems that were in use. Contract numbers (which are

incorporated into the source file) also reprasent many different

concepts in terms of what is significant in a contract number. In

order to assure accuracy and consistency in the punch card file, it

was necessary to establish ground rules for standard types of entry

in these instances. Thfen a source file had to be meticulously

checked for accuracy of information; report numbers and contract

numbers had to be edited reflecting exactly how they were to be key

punched in accordance with the ground rules.

Some items of information were common to more than one file.

As the key punching progressed, machine runs were made for correlation

of the data. Wherever there were discrepancies (and there were

many), it was necessary to go back to the source of the information

in oider to ascertain the correct information.

Data cleanup In the validation file required standardization

of distribution limitations. These had been in use for many years.

Duiring this time the philosophy of distribution limitations had

undergone a number of changes with the result that in the manual

file there were many cases in which a variety of limitation notices

meant the same thing. Consequently, after standardizing the

lilmitations, it was necessary to screen the entire file and annotate

the correct distribution code for each report prior to key punching.
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In another aspect of data cleanup, the data processing system

was brought into action. It was known that there were numbers in

the AD series ror which the actual reports had been cancelled or

superseded. In other instances the numbers had never been used.

Following completion of the validation file, a machine run was made

to print out all numbers for which there was no validation information.

This list was then checked against the original source file and the

microfilm file, and it was found that in some cases reports had been

entered into the system without being fully cataloged. In o-,hers,

there had been cancellations without reflecting the action in the

shelf list (numerical file). In view of ASTIA's split operation

from March 1953 through January 1958, it is not surprising that

such a situation had developed. From a management point of view,

the notable aspect is that in the manual operations there had been

no effective way of systematically bringing these discrepancies to

someone's attention for correction. Occasionally an isolated

instance would be discovered by accident and corrected. But that

was as far as it went.

Again the FOIR file proved to be one of the most difficult.

Some users had been established under a variety of codes and

addresses covering the identical locatior. This situation had to

be rectified, and It took one employee six weeks to develop the

needed standardization and reflect the changes in the manuttl file,

the punch card file and the addressograph plates.
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Finally, it was found that codes for "via" offices were in a

different series from those for users. Since many of the "via"

offices are also users, it was decided to assign cod':s in the user

series. 'This actio'1 required many man-days to accomplish, but it

will pay dividends from now on.

Naturally, a ct~rtain amount of deka cleanup is still going on

and can be expected to continue. The important point here is that

the data processing system, itself, can be brought to be~rn t,) keep

it clean.

INVENTOY CONTR~OL

At present the most economical means by which to achiieve vastly

improved service in processing requests is to increase the ratio of

*requests rilled from stock versus the requests that must await

reproduction. Historically about 4~% of requested reports have been

available from stock and abouit 55$ have to be reproduced. The time

depends entirely on the reproduction workload and the types of

reproduction that can be used. 5 e time required for reproduction

may not be apprec iably reduced, but the percentage of reports avail -

able from atock can be vastly improved. To ack~ieve this Improvement,

it is most important to develop a mechanized inventory co~ntrol in

con.4,unction with the EIPS.
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(clt-t1 vllt; ,Aatlt. be naintained

fc:' et. .,i o .. i H. r~ier t ro. i:eor ! p),1ros er irriw .,ory mnanage-

Mvint ý...e tlA~tloti a: I t0cr. luveli. rita; It 1 rnc' atelr available

I :c fe ru. ly 1. y i ri o. rI. re r t~u Ie t er., irre t.. e

!Jvai abi IIi ty o!' u rt-qt:e i::t ed o.t , lv to red i-e l.ead t ime b % tak ing

maxim.7, ý.Jvai ltuge o, qjaortitifui wlielv may already be in. repr-Auction,

to eliml iatc 4. shell' check for norr-cxitent stock and to determine

optimum -or !er q~iantity U' repro(!ictlon is required.

It zrioU1. be kept '.r mind th~at, tuidt. tiý;c -ýnual piccedzrea -.11

user requ'sts .-x:,.rt for those docunei,'4 that were known to have

been destroyed because of age were sent direct to storage areas,

and a shelf search was conducted. Requests for docu.ments which were

not available from stock were, then forwarded for reprrduction to

service the par-ticular request or additional re.justs for the sawe

report in the e tthey were discovered during the film stripping

process. In the sume- if 1958 an inventory control was established

to account for all req%:est actions against classified reports. ~This

made it possible to develop some usage statistics and thereby devise

a formula which could be applied for reproducIng popular reports in

quantity. The copies thus reproduced were placed on the shelf with.

the result that subeequeLt requests were handled more quickly, and

the cost of reproduction was appreciably reduced.

As mentioned, this procedure applied only to classified reports

which account for about 3Alt CV: the total requests re.:eived daily.
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The procedure could not be applied to unclassified reports because

no accountability was required, and inventory control of unclassified

material was too costly in the manual procedures. Obviously, the

a'utomatic inventory control which would be possible with EDPS consti-

tuted an important advantage. But to realize this advantage it was

necessary to bring the remaining reports under inventory control.

How was this accomplisheJ? A3TIA had this tremendous volume

of reports on hand in various uni.own quantities. A master inventory

punch card was designed by ASTIA, printed in quantity and prepunched

by Remington Rand. Physical inventory of holdings was scheduled

during weed-ends, and absence or presence of relorts with number of

copies on hand was recorded on the master inventory cards. Immediately

following the physical inventory, the information was key punched,

and subsequent request actions were recorded by updating the inventory

master.

As a result, inventory levels and usage statistics are maintained

in the document record which also contains the validation information.

Thus, whenever a document Is validated for release to a requester,

the inventory information is used to determine the correct action

to be taken to fill the request. At the same time, inventory and

usage statistics are updated. If reprodu-Llvu Is required, the usage

statistics are applied to the optimum re-order formula, the number

of copies to bi reproduced is determined and a punch card reproduction

order is produced. This is analobous to a back order to stock in a
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conventional, supply system. 2te fact that a reproduction order

has been issued Is recorded by showing the quantity on order.

When the reproduction has been completed, the number of valid

rcqtxests held against it is deducted and the inventory ia up-l1ated.

Finally, the physical mass of stock copies on hand can nov be

effectively controlled by the UDPS. All inventory records are

periodically screened by the computer in terms of usage since date

of announcement by ASTIA. Reports which reflect very littley or no

activity for a given period of time are automatically listed for

destruction. The personnel who are responsibile for the maintenance

of stock need only rem~ove the listed reports making certain that

they verify the quantity of copies of classified reports and

certify the list as accurate.
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Cha~pter

Human Aspects of ADPS

by S. Edward Pope

This review covers some of the human aspects and related operational

problems of the installation of an Automatic Data Processing System (ADPS)

by the Armed Services Technical Information Agency (ASTIA). The fAll

impact of the total transition will not be apparent for some time, due

to the incremental phasing-in of the ADFS Installation and operation.

Oul., the initial phase (document request processing and document inventory

management) has been started (this began 15 February 1960); phsu iL

(application to information control and retrieval) was scheduled to begin

operation 1 July 1960 and has been rescheduled for 1 August 1.960.

Psychological and emotional reaction of ASTIA personnel related to

ADPS installation seemed to range between blind unquestioned acceptance

of the system with the Implication that it is capable of almost any fLat,

and blind unquestioned rejection of the system with the implication that

it will never work satisfactorily. There was som indication vhen opera-

tion was originally begun that most people seemed to lean toward one or

the other of the above extremes, with relatively few people demonstrating

an equatorial feeling. However, there now seems to be a more general merging

of these views demonstrating more pronounced willingness to critically examine,

understand, and accept realistic cepabillties and limitations of the ADPS.

some of the other human aspects considered here are those related to:

a. Customer Relations

b. Impect on work life and habits of ASTIA associates

•, Future Effects

d. Conclusions
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CL8TOW4E$ HEIATIoNs

Initl'd. cperptioa of ADFS is revealing a need for great emphasis on

an overall Cusatomer Relations and Education Program to splripies the RLD

orgmnizations on the critical aspects of the parts of system with which

they are directly concerned. It also reveals a requirement for improving

our capability in day-to-day service contacts with the R&D community. Some

of the rather routine operations into which the human factor has thrown a

kink are illustrated by the following:

The Document-Request Form (ASTIA Form-l) was carefully developed to

include pre-punching by ASTIA of the address code that distinguishes a particu-

lar organizational entity address frcu all other addresses in ASTIA files.

Reserving enough space on the form for a printed address, in an area not

susceptible to mutilation by punches, had posed a problem. It via felt that

pre-punching the address cade would adequately insure machine identification

of the ruquesting activity upon subsequent return of the request form to

ASTIA.

this fea ture worked fine, except for the use of the pre-pincbed blank

form by recipients in a sort of musical chairs game. Apparently some

activities have borroved the forms from other organizations after their own

supply was exhaullllted; in sas cases military agencies bive passed their forms

to am* at their contractors. When the exchanged forms are sent to ASTIA,

the docuurmrat raq~uatatd (11? validatwd) is automatically sent the organization

identified by the pre-punched code (probably to their surpris~e). We are now

releving a format for possible change to provide for this and other Improve-

manta. A fair share of problems has also developed from the familiar but

undeairasble stapling and mutilation of punch-card request forms.
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Sm, iJ,,,v; tients -ire required by tLe recip tizts Of ASTLA service. This

'• rpjdrt. primrily by the ohante f'rom a multi-copy uniset document-request

firm to a biugale copy puuct-c'rd document requet. fc4-, (sample attached), and

tn.. , of a ntow ty-pe (punch-t.ird) :.hipping noti -e.

TJPACT ON WORK LIFE AND HABI:S

Fron an overall itandpoint, almost everyor.- of the 360 people assigned

to positions in ASTIA has been cr will be effe._ed, In varying degree, by

the installation of the ADPS. Some ASTIA assc ..ates will be directly affected

in a -onclusive and decisive manner by abolition or rfodical changes in their

positions; other associates are affected less radically such as by changes

in procedure, or In saw instances are affected only indirectly. In between

these two groups is the largo group of individuals who will be substantially

affected by the changes accompanying the autamation of ASTIA.

Temporary Effects

3owe of the immediately felt changes in connection with ADPS were

temporary in nature. Amon these were the effect on the various associates

who felt pressures resulting from the necessarily closely scheduled prepara-

tory work for the ADP5 installation and operation. This included: file

preparation, conversion, and cleanup; preparation of the ASTIA Thesaurus;

the close checking of large masses of item concurrently and immediately

after the operation was started. Tbes'2 are all outlined in the other presen-

tations.

In many instances the work was related tobut In addition to, regularly

assigned duties; a great deal was on regularlyrscheduled overtime over an

extenaea period, and in many casas involved special assignenta and temporary

detail of persouncl to different positions.
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mental we.irines., irrit~illi-y, -i:id cý-onersl lowering of personal efri-iency,

in some I.25 :'.A.- w.oild Iave boen m~ur.- less acute with a longer period

- Lecheduled for prel~iinary 9rd preparatory work, or compensator'y increase in

personnel rcsourxez to ="c Aigen-y, --r an optimnum combination of both2.

The special assignmentr. in many ins tan.~es resulted in an interesting and

enlightening experience for the essooiatcs involved. Human adjustments by

associates have been required in relation to theX use of numbers on a much

large: cza--. and by modification in t½e- techniques involved in the !,zc of

numbers. A change requiring human adliustm~ent in working with numbers is

required to match rejected document requests with the ADPS explanatory notice and

a nailing address label which involve matching address code niueoers on a large

volume oasis (sample attachmed). Sometimes the document number and address code

number get ccn-f"-cd. Thi:; c:trmnts aitt the pr evious procedurae involvisid tae

use of the address for any matching under the manual system.

Another example is illustrated by dc:cuient request coming off ADP machine

runs in descending numerical order, rather than previous couventional ascending

order. In previous similar situationz, other personnel have found this

arrangement equally asta~factory, after adjusting to such a procedure, and no

dou*&L A~377A associates will devclop a simil.ar respon~se.

Ma~jor Permanent Effects

A higb order of' human adjltstzncnt Is required by thirty of the associates

in Alý>TIA w.Lo hacbrp-n affcc'tcd in a most decisivi and conclusive manner by

functional and procedural chan~,cu under which their positions have been phased-

out (or will be by ,0O June 1960). rour of these people have been, or are in the

process of being retired; thr*e having elercted to take advantage of the
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provisions under Civil Service rules for involuntary retirement. The

remainder of the above mentioned thirty employees have been, or are

expected to be placed in othtr positions witbirn ASTIA. This is being

accomplished tarough attrition. A few of these employees have been

transferred to the Date Processing Brench - primarily Claerk& and clerk-

typists who will be required to learn new skills. So far, approximately

twelve other employees have elected to transfer into the ADPS operating

pusitiots because they considered it to be a good personal opportunity.

Sam of these vere selected from Date Processing aptitud-d tests and trained

in new skills (programaing, equipAment operation, key punching, etc.)

Adjustment by may other ASTIA associates, tn moet cases, is less

drastic then s* of the above, but quite substantial. This includes

adjustmnt relating to a decrease of personnel assigned to certain functions

TMe transition to an operationa). ecision-by-exception philoeophy rtesults

from capability of ADMI to handle routine request processing. This vill

place a premium an hman capacity tor consideration and decisions required

by the larlp volume of reaining exceptions.

Sonm adjustment are easier. An exmple of this Is that related to

traneition to the stifrer punch-card document-request form from the relative

flimy uniset form. 1Th cards are such easier to manipulate and handle in

the request filling and processing operations. Large improvement In persons

efficiency has resulted from this in conjunction vith the improved inventory

control resulting from ADPS. Cther substantial adjustment requirements will

be reistd In the near future in the Bibliography, Reference, and Identitfic•t

Service functions In which ASTIA associates have developed very good and vot

rapid retrieval proficiency under our ;revious manual system. Under this my

control of the several hundred thousand scientific and technicLl reports Wt,

minteined through muaelly co~iled card catelog (ample attacked).
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Use of the card catalog:; will be phased-out in fcvor of punch-card

files containing similar information, but in a different format (sample

attached). The punch-card files will facilitate mechanized checking and

rearranging periodically to insure proper arrangement. This has not been

feajible under the manual catalog system, because of the masa and volume

involved - several million cards in the various catalogs. Bowever, this

too will require flexibility ov the part of the people involved and adjust-

ment to adapt personal techniques to working with the radically different

punch-card files.

FUTURE EFFFCT

As we progress more deeply into the planned automation program there

undoubtedly will be great impact, both positive and negative, on remaining

ASTIA associates, which can not be fully foreseen nor completely assessed

at this time. Some of the possible effects are that more people will be

displaced by Data Proccssing equipment and reshuffled into other positions.

However, the adverse effects of this can be minimized, if new opportunities

for improving ASTIA service, to the military Research and Development Community,

are diligently sought. It is essential that a balanced perspective be retained

by all concerned to prevent permitting ADPS to become the master rather than

the servant.

One of the most interesting aspects related to future effects is long-

range possibilities for a basic major revision in the Agency mission. ALPS

may well open the door for evolution into a true information handling and

evaluation organization instead of a document handling and evaluation agency,

as at present. Viis is brought into the realm of practicability by the vastly
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increased Qapabiiity for processing and assilalating information which

ADP equipment provides. This Is expected to become increasingly more

feasible over a period of time as ADP equipment and systems are improved

further fcr this purpose.

Frem a philosophical standpoint, there are considerable pluses, as

well as minuses relative to Human Aspects. We shall not eliminate human

aspects or human requirements for acme time -- a long time in the future.

In fact, this may well be the most zritical requirement in the near future.

The long-range implications for agency employees generally Leem promising

on the whole. Statistically, a relatively small number of employees have

been adversely affected so far. However, it is somewhat difficult for 1n

.. to be .r pv.hlosophical about statistics or the .ong-range point

of view, if he is one of the adverse statistics, or is even uncertain about

his personal future.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The importance of thorough, careful and deliberate consideration

of all plans, schedules and decisions related to ADPS assessment, Installa-

tion, and operations phase-out/In cannot be over emphasized.

2. The hazards of over acceptance and over estimation of ADPS capability,

particularly to actually reduce personnel requirements, Justify special atten-

tion and emphasis. This can produce gaps In an otherwise smooth running

operation. The hazard can easily arise as a result of uninhibited natural

enthusiasm for a new system on the part of management and other personnel.

3. Time for preliminary preparation, planning, training and indoctrinatio

service testig dr ADP operation, end procedures development and modification

should be iibera1 Iy scheduled to permit adjustment and flexibility when necesm
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4. Preoccupation with details of planning and installing the direct

ADP Systcm should not be permitted to obscure the attention required by

related affected operations to develop necessary mo~difications in a timely

and orderly manner.

5. The training and indoctrin~ation program for the ADPS installation

should be planned to cover procedura~l and operational changes in related

areas directly concerned, aa well as in tbe direct ADP System.

6. Schedules for phase-out of manual ruuctions, operaticn, and

particularly personnel should be carefully examined to avoid pk-'mature

phase-out.
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Chapter 5

Building an Information Retrieval System
by Herbert Rebbock

Daring our preliminary surveys, one of the areas in ASTIA which was

found to be susceptible to electronic computer application was that of

information retrieval. This is not to say that this was our first effort to

mechanize information retrieval. In the late 1940's, the possibility of

using punch-card techniques was explored. The idea was Lbandoned because

of the inherent limitations of punch-card sorting and collation. For the

next few years other possibilities were investigated and in the early 1950Ws

a contract was initiated which resulted in the '"Uniterm System of Coordinate

Indexing. " It was believed that this syste could be used without machines.

However, indexing and retrieval of a collection of the magnitude in excess

of 200,000 reports defied mechanization and requires an Automatic Data

Processing System. In ASTIA's case, it means an electronic computer with

magnetic tape input.

It may well be wise to define what we mean by information retrieval

mince it conveys a different concept to each and every one of us. Inforna-

ti1oa retrieval for ASTIA is the recovery of information from the technical

reports collection when a request is received for a bibliography on a

specific subject as well as broad areas of interest. Traditionally this

operatiun has been performed by searching the subject heading card catalogs,

a manual, time-consuming operation.
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Although it was quickly realized that information retrieval is

feasible, very little guidance could be obtained from either the published

literature or from personnel -onducting the preL.minary feasibility study.

ASTIA was on its own. During the early considerations we definei our

objectives, which were to conuvert toe AD document collection of approximately

200,000 reports to a machinabole retrieval system, and to develop a system

of indexing terms suitable for automation. A group was formed within the

Document Processing Division and with the assistance of the Research

Requirements Officer and the Automation Project Officer ideas were discussed

on how the project could be approached. A mnultitude of ideas was brought

forth, discussed, analyzed and discarded. One factor became apparent.

ASTIA had at its disposal two syttams of subject matter approach. One, the

traditional subject headings, and two, the uniterm system. By 1959, the

subject heading system numbered over 70,000 headings and they had served

in a manual system with a proven degree of success. Unitezm (single word

headings) had been assigned since 1953 to each report and those along with

the subject headings were printed on the catalog cards. It was with

autcmtion in mind that the uniterm program was pursued. There was an

apparent ease with which uniterme could be manipulated into nachine languuge,

and their retrieval u compliahed by coordination or collation of related

terms. An additional advantage was that the uniterms were selected frCU

the actual document, thus imparting an authoritative character to the

terminology as used by as:ientlota a&A ceulLeers.

As the realities of automation were faced in our discussion, it

became obvious that neither the subject headings no' the unitemi answered

the requirwnts. Bota had much to offer, but there was much to be desired
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in the .arrangenezut of the subject headIngs and uniterms, the clarification

of semantics, the elimination of synonymous terminology, and the submergence

of obsolete terms. What was rea~lly needed vas a dictionary of machinable

retrieval terms suitab:le for (a) assignment of retrieval, terms to the

document& in the collection, and (b) a tool for A0TIA customers for refersnce

and look-up of terms used when requiesting a bibliography on a specific

subject matter. We decided to call the dictionary the 'Uhesauru~s" and

the retrieval texas "Descriptors".

Our first actual step towards this developmnt of a thesaurus of

scientific axid technical descriptors was an effort to overhaul the "Subject

heading List". ?9rincipal i4eadinga were divorced from their subdivisions,

and the list was reduced from 70,000 to 8,300 main headings, modifiers

such as L-band and X-band were separated from the main headings. Sub-

divisione numbering 850 were reviewed and refined tbereby eliminating 150

of these subdivisions as being no longer useful. This first step left us

with a total of allgt~ly more than 9,000 headings.

Ws had established a 'Lody of descriptors "authoritative" in character

because they come initially tram the reports processed b~y ASTIA. To

define these descriptors and to give depth of retrieval to the Thesaurus,

scope notes were developed sho~wing what the descriptors included, what

they were related to, or what they are limit " to. This editorial exercise

reduced synonyms, subordinated and submerged other terms, and. parmitt.ad

a further reduction in the number of descriptors Oram 9,000 to a little

less than 7,000 units of information. A rerissontative portion of the

Th'~waurus is showr in Appendix 1.
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Gaining a point of entry into 7,000 alphabetically arranged

de~scriptors was ýhe next problem which faced us. Certain accommodating

tools had to be dcveloped for use by both the subject analyst and the

reference and retrieval operation. rheck points and guidelines for quick,

easy consultation .mre needed at both the input and output side of the

storag -- and retrieval progrwa. 7he organizational structure of the

Scientific Analysis Branch seemed to provide a tailor-made answer. Here,

our day by day processing of reports in subdivided into major areas of

several organizational segments dealing in specific scientific eisciplines.

We decided to arrange the descriptors into related groups bringing such

information elements %a '"hydrazine, borohyd~rides, liquid oxidizers", etc.

,itogether. Furthermore, it was decided that a descriptor should appear

611y in one group and irn that group where the primary sicientific or techni -

ca~l relationship is established. This task was accomplished by the chiefs

of the scientific sections and other key personnel of the Branch who sorted

;And arranged the descriptors now in form of a deck of punch cards.e

Consl~erable discussion, reshuffling of punch cards and transferring of

descriptors from one group to another occurred. Finally, the groups

called schedules, were completed forming a distinctive display of related

descriptors. IRanalycit of each group formulated a name for each schedule

encompassing items such as: Mechanics, Space Propulsion, Post Control

tbnd Lih~ibiting Agents. Schedules were arranged alphabetically and assigned

stquentia~l mumbers. A ýot~al of 292 schedules developedof which four are

general tn astur*. A swaple scbedule is shown in Appendix 11.

At LasL we had reached a point where use could be madi of a long and

tedious undertakin~g. Fetrieval terms (descriptors) had to be assigned to
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200,000 AD documents. Originally ASTIA had planned to develop the

Thesaurus in hlouse and to contract for the assignment of descriptore to

be performead by a comnrcis.1 organization. Two comnpanies showed interest

in the project but never submitted proposals or estimated cost. ASTIA

found itself in the position of a necessary "in house" job which must be

performed without an appreciable increase in personnel strength. An appre,

ciation of the nagnitude of this effort can be pictured by comp~aring the

fact that the descrtj',or assignment must be completed in seven months,

whereas the original analysis by means of subject he dna and uniterird

took seven years. Here was "data clean-up" to the nth power.

Before tacking the whole project, we spent some time on test aBsiga-

ment of descriptors to develop voncepts and establish Bar systematic

proceduares for ass±gamnt. Seversa, flaws were recognized and steps taken

to overcom the deficiencies. The first one vas the question on how to

attain som degree of consistency in retrieval termn assigmant mhen 25

dfferent people analyze reports. Has the ainalyst covred the subjeq*

matter, the equipmntp methods, results, etc.? An analysis of reference

questions in terms of the foregoing and other elements will] surely assist

check litwsdeveloped adidofoliovs:

CHIK LIST FOR A83IGlS4M2 OF FSTRWAL TZR4S

1. Subject (What was studied, investigated, tested, compiled, researched),

2. How Was the SubJect Treated (Analysis, tests, design, producticu,,

computations, theory, specifications, operations, processes)

* 3. 'What Are the PhYsiceal Factors? (Maechanical properties, physical

properties, tnaml effects, biological factors)
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4. VWat Equipment or Metncd Was Used to Support the Research or Investigation?

(Spectrum analyzers, oscilloscopes, Charpy V-Notch teso. equipment)

5. Where or Under What Environment Was the Pesearch Accmplished? (Upper

atmosphere, arctic, sub-surface, location if geographic or foreign)

6. Additional ualifying Information (Open-ended Terms). (Project names,

military symbols, trade names, Mark/mod numbers, AN/numbers, etc.)

This check list was not expected to answer all of the possible conditions

which may be encountered, but it does standardize assignment of retrieval

termi.

In the check list we mentioned "open-ended terms". Here was anotber

area which had to be considered before fail scale assignment of retrieval

terms would be attempted. There is in the military and cozmnercial research

a body of symbols, nomenclature, code and popular names which permit an

entry point into a system as long as the information is recorded. Ground

ruJ es were established for format of the open-ended terms and the manner

in which they were to be assigned. These terms wiere called open-ended

terms, because they will not appear in the Thesaurus or in any of the

schedules. They permit considerable freedom for establish.tng retrieval

points where Thesaurus control is not considered essential. In many cases

the opeo-ended terms are stated in different ways, but they pertaln to

the same equipanent. This is not always apparent when the report is

analyzed. For the computer the information is pulled together by assign-

ing one code number to terms of synonomous meaning. FUrthirmore, this

secondary system allowvs for the use of classified terms, thus keeping the

Thesaurus an unclassified scientific and technical descriptor arrangement.

With the addition of "open-ended terms" to the descriptors we began to
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refer to the total system as "retrieval terms

Up to this point in time everything done for the retrieval system had

been slantcd towards alphabetical key punch operatioh. Since the key

punching operation was to be performed by a contractor, s.erious considera-

tion had to be given to cost. Here was an opportunity to prepare the

descriptors. Such a system was developed by taking the alphabetic

print-out of descriptors and assigning numerical codes in sequential order,

A spread of 1000 between descriptors introduces flexibility into the syszem

with a view towards future additions and revisions. (Ap-endix III)

Necessary print-outs showing schedule numbers, descriptor codes, and

descriptors were provided and full-scale cdnversion of the 200,000 reports

commenced. hen a descriptor is assigned, the schedule number to which it

belongs will be shown. The purpose of this is to prepare cumulative indexe

for the Technical Abstract Bulletin (TAB). Although the first cumulative

index which ASTIA will prepare by means of the computer will be arranged

alphabetically by descriptors, it is feasible to issue future indexes

grouped by schedules, thus showing related information in consolidated

areas.

The 292 schedules and their related descriptors proved to be an

adequate tool for assignment of retrieval terms, but something else was

needed to guide a user of the Thesaurus to the schedule whcrc the

descriptors of importance to him are located. An analysis of the

schedules showed a remarkable relationship of certain schedules. We

grouped these related schedules and finalized an arrangement of 19

fields ranging from Aeronautics thru Space Technoloyor. Each major field
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is given a name and belov are lsted the schedulee related thereto.

(Appendix IV)

Testing of e program a& has been outlined Is a highly desirable

feature. Hovever, for such an exercise sufficient material must be

available for computer input. This vas not the case, and therefore it

vas decided to test by rather cruds methods the validity of deacriptor

assigment and retrieval. This vas accomplished in tvo way.. ASTIA had

prepared a bibliography on dloo-Astronautics" in February 1958 vhich

consists of approximately 1100 unclassified entries. We converted these

catalog cards to descriptors so that tests by the computer can be run.

Oar second method vas to have personnel of the Bibliography Branch and

the Scientific Analysis Branch determine vhat descriptors they would

actually assign or retrieve in order to fulfill a specific bibliographic

request. The exercise vas eonducted under controlled condLtions so tLat

no information vould pass from one group to the other as far as the test

bibliographies were concerned. It vas gratifying to note the excellInt

correlation of assignment and retrieval. We vere, co to speuk, trans-

mitting on the sam frequency.

Actual operation of the computer for information retrieval is plamned

for 1 July 196o. To this e6d, ASTIA is presently engaged in developing

the progrm. At present we contempla~e an initial search by an average

of sIx descriptor. folloved by several sub-routines.

There remains the major task of getting the Thesaurus into print.

ft February 1960 the Thesaurus had been edited for the third tim eA

we froze the design. Key punchlng was started, anccpanmlied by constant

verification and editing of Punqh cards. Our progrmmers have developed



a program for the computer so that the )%dgh-speed printer will. present us

with a master copy for photo-reproduction and. subsequent quantity printins

layout of the luesaurus will. be first by the 19 field~s &ud 292 schedules,

no-- cal1led groups, to be followed by the descriptors arr3nged alphabetical

and accompanied. by their scope notes and, related. terms. Introduction and

Foreword are in preparation, and the target date for publication is May

-3,960.

In uma-rizing the project I would like to restate the primary

objectives of ASTIA in building an information retrievaZ. system suitable

for computer application.

I. Reduce the time required to prepare bibliographic and reference

inquiries.

2. Improve quality of information services.

3. Computer prepared cumulative indexes for the Technical Abstract

Bulletin (TAB).

4. 701iinate catalog card printLing and maintenance.

5. Present ASTIA customrs with a reference tool to u~ur collection

by means of the "ASTIA Thesaurus of Descriptors".



Thesaurus of ASTIA Descriptors

Audiometers
(Medical Equipment)
Also See: Hearing

Adiometry
(Medical Procedures)
Also See: Hearing

Auditory Acuity
(Physiology)

Auditory After-images
(Physiology)
Also See: Auditory Illusions

Auditory Illusions
(Phyziology)
Incl: Agi

Audio-gyral Illusions
Also See: Auditory After-images

Psychoacoustics

Auditory Perception
(Physiology)ý

Also See: Pitch Discrimination

Auditory Signals
(Sound and Acoustics)
Also See: Sonar Signals

Sound Generators

Auditory Thresholds
(Physiology)
Incl: Binaural Thresholds

Monaural Thresholds
Also See: Deafness

Augers use Earth Augers; Ice Augers

Aureomycin
(Drugs and Biologicals)
Also See: Antibiotics

Auro rae
(Astronomy)
Incl: Australis

Bor•alis

Aurum use Gold

Austnni te
(Metallurgy (General))
Also See: Iron

Phase Transition
Steel 56 Appendix I
Trans formations



Descriptors Groups (Schedules)

1 i ccicents17000 Accidents

150000 Air Sea Rescues
607000 Aviation Accidents

1766000 Disasters
1635000 Drowning
1851000 Dust Explosions
2786OO Hazards
3529000 Low Visibility Driving
3&60000 Motor Accidents
5514000 Sea Rescues
6073000 Survival

2 Acoustic Detection

41500 Acoustic Detectors
50000 Acoustic Ranges

1862000 Early Warning Sonar
2984000 Hyd-rographic Sonar
2991000 Hydrophones
5483000 Scanning Sonar
5748oo0 Sonar
5749000 Sonar Beacons
5750000 Sonar Charts
5750500 Sonar Domes
5751000 Sonar Equipent
5754000 Sonar Projectors

, 5756000 3onar Receivers
5759000 Sonar Targets
5762000 Sound Bearing Finders
5766000 Sound Ranging
6604000 Underwater Sound Equipment
6605000 Undervater Sound Generators

3 Acyclic Compounds

35000 Acetylenes
248000 Aliphatic Compounds
267000 Allenes
918000 Bromocarbons
947000 Butadienes
948000 Butenes
952000 Butanes

1038000 Carbon Tetrachloride
1190000 Chlorocarbons
Ll9550W Chloroprenes
A610000 Decenes
2090000 Ethanes
2101000 Ethylenegs
2340000 Fluorocarbons
2761000 Halocarbons
2855000 Heptances
2862000 Heptanes
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Descri-Ptcre and Code Numnbers

93 3.000 Abaca Fiere
23 1500 Abdomen

Iw6 2000 Ablation
223 3000 Abnormal Psychology
217 14000 -Abrasion
1414 5000 Abrasive Bl~asting machines

56 6000 Abrasive Coatings
217 7000 Abrasives
187 8000 Absorption

71 9000 Abstracting
73 10000 Abundance

204 113000 AcariCides
148 12000 Acceleration
268 13000 Acceleration Tolerance
200 14000 Accelerators

1U 15000 KcceA.dewu.L
223 16000 Acceptability

1 17000 Accidents
214 19000 Acepleiadylene

14 20000 Acetaldehydes
88 21000 Acee-
17 22000 Acetamides
87 23000 Acetates

189 24000 Acetic Acids
24 25000 Acetic Anhydrides
31 26000 Acetobacter
19 27000 Acetol~ctic Acid

135 28000 Acetones
193 2900Y) Acetonitriles
135 NOW0 Acetopbenones
3.90 31000 Acetyl Bladica3.s

53 32000 Acetylation
15 33000 Acotylchaolineg
50 34000 Acetylene Derivatives
3 35000 Acetylenes

203 36000 Achievemnt Tests
201 37000 Achlorbydria
207 38000 Acid Base Rqyilibriuu
201 39000 Acidosis
LiJ6 40000 Acids

78 41000 - Acoustic Decoys
2 41500 Acoustic Detectors

2149 42000 Accu.stic FiLlters
100 43000 Aco'iatiq Fuzes
249 414000 Acoustic Born&
249 45000 Acoustic Images
249 146000 Acoustic Impedance
249 47000 Acoustic -. sulation
165 48000 Acoustic t&nes
100 149000O Acoustic Proximity Devices

2 50000 Acoustic Flanges
279 51000 Acoustic Torpedoes
274 52000 Acoustic Waveguldas
2149 53000 Acoustic*
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Descriptor Fields aw. Groups

AE1WNAINrICS

Aerody-namic Configurations
6 Aerod~ynamics

8 Aircraft Accessories
9 Aircraft Categories

10 Aircraft Control Equipment
11 Aircraft Instruments
12 Aircraft Structures
33 Balloons
41 Bombers
63 Control Surfaces
94 Fighters

114 Giided •lissiles or Missile Related
134 Jettisonable Zquipment
ý137 landing Gear
198 Parachutes
218 Propeller,
235 Research Planes
254 Special Aircraft Features
255, Special Purpose Planes

BIO-SCIENCE

(21 Ahphibians and Reptiles
~36 Biochemistry
37 Biology
38 Birds

44 Carbohyd~rates
86 kZU4=0
98 Food

132 Insects
139 Lipids
143 Mammals
144 Marine Biology
162 Microorganisms
169 Mycology
199 Parasites
210 Plants (Botany)
221 Proteins
2221 Protozoa

(284) Vitam-ing

CRXDSTRY

(3) Acyclic Compounds
13 Alcohols
14 Aldehydes

15 Al Ial oids
111 Aides
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Chapter 6

Impact of Automaticn on the Organizatioral Structure of ASTIA

by H. W. Miles

The preceding papers have discussed primarily vhat the computer is doing

for ASTIA. The foolioving and final paper will describe our plans fur the

future. The purpose of this paper is not to continue to discuss vhat the

comuter can do for us but, perhaps more Iqportantly vhat the computer

is doing to us.

Organizationally, Automatic Data Processing ws first assigned to the

Management Division as the Data Processing Branch. This Division also had

the responsibility for management analysis, the programing and planning

function, management engineering, financial management and statistical

services. The Data Processing Branch wsa established in July 19ý9, approx-

imately seven months before the computer vas installed and operat ional. Man-

ning of this branch, which now consists of 24 persons, began immediately. As

mentioned before, the manning of this branch ws accomplished priimirily by re

assignment of personnel within ASTIA. A "pbaxo -,it" a.1imiy, m qp[,e¢td In Oetr.

1959, identified positions associated with automation that wou." no longer be

necessary. The "phase out" study struck horizontally across the organization

In the Documnt Processing Division, elimination of the Catalog Maintenance

Section vas planned and the descriptive cataloging activities are being

streamlined. The entire Verification Branch of the Customr Service Divisiog

vas affected and the Identification Section of the Search Branch is scheduled

for reduction as soon " the conersion from a card configuration to a tape

configuration occurs in July 1960. The Inventory Control Unit in the

Storage Section has also been ellminated. At this innt the Reproduction

Divisloo Organization remins intecti however, ADP has dramatically changed
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the character of the functions performd by this divi.. on. Indexes to

the Technical Abstract Bu~lltin vil amo be prepared autommtically by

the comuter and it is plAnned that the text of the bulletin vill be

prepared by the use of punched paper tape in the Copy Preparation Section.

Ironically, gralual 'phase out" of personnel in these functions and

reassignmnt of personnel Into the Data Processing Branch ocouremd at A

time when the Agency was directed to reduce the nuber of personnel oan

board as of 30 June 1960 because of budgetary and personnel limitations.

Fortunately, ASTIA'.s anages•ent Improvemnt Program w beginning to pay

dividnds through improved production records achieved through improved

methods and procedures. The impact of data clean-up and file conversion

in anticipation of automation has resulted In increases in productivity

rates in those functions not being automted. In other vords, the manage-

rent of ASTIA attempted to get Its house In order concurrent with making

p:aus for automation of the Agency. So successfully havw the improvsints

been accomplished that the service tim objectives expressed in our

feasibility study (Septeaber 1958) were almoat achieved prior to automution.

The Agency has five Regional Offices located at Nev York City, Rew York,

Dayton, Ohio; Los Angeles, California; San Francisco, California; and

Washington. These Regional Offices now provide decentralized reference

service to the Research and Developmnt Comanity authorized to use ASTIA's

services in the above locales. The reference service, av&ilable to

visitors to these Regional Offices, under the mnual system did not contain

the latest scientific informnation available in the Agency. This is

because the reference service was based on ca" catalogs. A document

cataloged today veuld not be covered in reference york until it had gone

through aLL the processing vhich is required to put catalog cards In the file.
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By contrast, the reference service provided by auatomation will by-pass

card cataloes. As a result, reports wili be represented in reference

work vithin two weeks after they are cataloged, as opposed to a lag

from four- to six months in the manual system. 10liination of card catalogs

removes the sottrea from Regional Offices upon which scientists could go

and obtain inmdiate rererence service. Consequently, automation has had

the effect of centrelising our reference service that vas formerly

available on a decentralized basis. Furthermore, our customers will be

provided with cumulative, quarterly wan annua indexes to our Technical

Abstract Bulletin (being maed possible by auaLstigu)wa).............-

their reference capability in their own office.

An interaction that will occur as a result of mchkized informat ion

retrieval is the relationship of personne in cur Scientific AnLilysi&'

Branch with personnel in our Search Branch. Mr. Rebbock discussed our

Informat ion retrieval system which was designed for automatic subject

coctrol of our vast store of scientific information. The Scientific

Analysis Breach c-oncerns itself with the Input side of the information

In this system, &Ad the Search Branch, the output side, with the scientist

asking for the remagts. In the final analysis, the value of the organization

to the military Research and Development Community will depend on the

Agency's ability to produce the product or information needed by our

scientific coamnity. Same thought miust .be given to the intagration of

these two units, if not organizationally, at least the mntal p.oceses

involved In how a scientist asks for information and the determination

if the Ageuoy has lesribed. that Information in the same terminology, so

that an inquiry to the computer wljl produce the desired results.
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Another interaction that vilU be beneficial as a result of automation

is the information obtained by the Data Processing Breanch regarding tiva

categories of information met iaczvi.Ly in demand with thi activities of the

Receiving and Selection function. ANrIA, currently by a joint AxW~, Navy,

and Air Force regulation, receives ten copies of each scientific report

produced by the military R&D Commanity. (bvLously, the demand for these

documnts is t~ot in the sam ratio as they are received. The computer

should be able to indicate the incident rate of requests for documents

by categories, and personnel in the Receiving and Selection Function could

request (cateigories of documents having the greatest demand in larger

qu.antities than ten. The responsibility for determining vhen the agency

should request quantities of documents in excess of ten rests vith the

Chief~ of the Receiving and Selection Function vho now, intuitively makes

these decisions. This type of a decision under an autow~ted o~peration

should be mde only after a correlation analysis has been made of the

information provided by the computer. Howver, the chief of the Receiving

and Selection Function has a scientific background and not a statistical

background; consequently, studies cf this type should be made by qualified

personnel in the Plans and Analysis Branch.

Another example of how the computer is affecting the organizational

structure of the Agency is the change of responsibility for making the

decision to pro-stock a documnt. In the innual system, someone in the

Reproduction Division vould decide that since there vere multiple requests f'ýr

a documnt they should reproduce X nuzber more than currently requested.

Forma"a devdi~ed by 1z.... tt_ ft;;rc Ut~ Divihion will

determine '1How much" of an item Is to be reprodu.ced and 'Vhe.'i it is to be

reproduced for the maejority of requests. However, exceptions to th~e
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forarulae--and there will be exceptions--wvill have to be individually

evaluated. Who will make these evaluations? Personnel in the Reproduction

Division or someone who can ascertain what has effected the inventory

balance for particular docuents and how these effects have taken place.

When the computer had been operational less than two months it

-as apparent that our day-to-day contact with our users is our most

critical and pressing problem. One of our simple problems is the fact

that our users still use a letter of transmittal for requesting documents.

This, by itself, is no problem; but they iuvariably staple from five to

ten requests (punched card forms) to the letter of transmittal. The

punched card request form should state that customers are not to staple

or mutilatc them in any way. These forms are pre-punched with a user

code for each individual customer. Some users exhaust theirlsupply and

borrow punched cards from other users. Since there is no name or address

on these cards, because they are identified only by the established user

code, you can imagine .,,at happens dhen they borrow punched cards from

someone else. These are but a few of the iriad problems that automation

in its initial stages haa brought to the Agency. At the present time,

only personnel who are intimately familiar with the operations of the

entire Agency and Automatic Data Processing intricacies are able to

analyze a problem situation arising fro, the change In our procedures.

T'o this extent, personnel from the Data Processing Branch have been involved

v~th activities of our Cuatomr Relations Staff. The Customer Relations

Staff was established to handled customr service problers at the staff

level instead of the every day-te-day operational type problems. At the

present time, there is no one activity charge with the responsibility

of the day-to-day problems that "em to be increasing daily.
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As can be seen, Automatic Data Processing has had vide spread effects

on the organizational pattern of ASTIA. uanagement will have to come to

grips with these changes now and for some time to come. It can be maid

that the computer has cut across organizational lines, reduzing layers of

manoaement and consolidating functions. The computer fits into an integrated

system, the application of which includes automatic request validation,

automtic invertory control, complete and accurate accountability for both

classified and unclassified documents, mechanized index preparation for

the Technical Abstract Bulletin, automatic duplication check for incoming

documnts, automatic identification of documnts requested without reference

to specif'ic ASTIA catalog mabers, nechanize• reference and bibliography

service, and lastly, management information never before available.

In all the above applications, the source information obtained by

our docmient processing personnel is used over and over. The besis of

the existing structure Is departmentalization. With Automatic Data Pro-

cessing, thes functions will all be performed in one place and the reason

for the various activities is eliminated. One solution is to push the

various activities together, reducing the number of sections and branches

as functions are changed. Fever layers of administration should result

as there will be fewer sections ad branches to be supervised and coordi-

nated. This, I believe, will have a disturbing im&et on some adminis-

trators since position and pay in Civil Service is based to sowe extent

on supervision &ar responsibilities. Reorganization may well revolve

around the Autotic Date Processing Branch. ALP in ABTIM boa three func-

tions: (1) Automation of the business type operationp (2) Informtion re-

trieval and, (3) Providing managemnt type data. The computer will make

possible the combination of problem that are alike for blanket decisions
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and the separation of problems that are different for individual decisions,

which encourages the application of the most effort and analysis to the

items which are important, and of the least to those items which are not

so important.

The many changes occurring should enhance and increase the workload

of mearnement personnel through the development of operational programs for

Command objectives, analysis and evaluation of operational data, and the pc

trayal of progress toward these Command objectives. A quotation form Jams0

March and Herbert A. Simon's book, "Orga•izations", I believe, demonstrates

this point.

What determines the type of activity that members of an
organization--and here we are particularly concerned with
members at a relatively responsible level--engage in? We
can cite two factors that afftfc the propensity of organi-
zation members to engage In an activity. First, the greater
the explicit time pressure attached to an activity, the
greater the propensity to engage in it. The stimulus of
deadlines tends to direct attention to some tasks rather
than others. Second, the greater the clarity of goals
associated with an activity, the greater the propensity to
engage In it. It is easier to attach rewards and penaltite,
intornal as well as external, to completion or tasks with
clear goals than to others.

These propositions lead to a prediction that might be
described as the "Gresham's Law" of planning: Daily routine
drives out planning. Rtat-.d less cryptically, we predict
that when an individual is faced both with highly programmed
and highly unprogrammed tasks, the former tezd to take
precedence over the latter even in the absence of strong
over-all time pressure.

If it vere necessary to point to am Pingle factor responsible for the

success of the Agency in establishing an Implementation date for conversioa

to Automatic Data Processing and meting that schedule, it vould be the

pressure and explicit instructions received from top managemnt. In ASTIA,

system analysis and the planning and controlling functions work to a largq
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extent through management processes located at the staff level and readily

accessible to the Coamader. Operational information flowds through this

management process for review and analysis and presentation to the Commn-

der and his sta.ff. Statistical information or new knowledge about our prod-

uct and the consumer of our product will be o~b of the main beniefits from

our automtion program. In its broader aspects, inventory control is

re& alysccomplished by consumr research. It might be said that con-

sumer research is commnication between the manufacturer and users and

potential users of a product.

At this point, I wouldA libe to continue with another orgarlsation

chart depicting AWIA in relationship to Its users. ASTIA 'is an Air Force

organization under the management control of the Air Flesearch and Development

Command. Participants in the ABTIA program are the Army, Navy, Air Force

and their contractors. AMTIA receivas scientific and t..ehnical information

from our Users and disseminates this information to interested users having

the sae problem or working on research that my already have been com-

pletied by another organization. So, in effect, ASTIA is a tri -service

organization for the Departmont of Defense, and to an extent is a mirror

or all the research and development being conducted as reflected in the

report literature required to be published as a result of this research.

Information regarding the output of this effort matched -th the demand

for this information should not be of interest solely to the management

of AMTA, but to the DepartserA of Defense. This in one instance in

which I believe the top officials in ASTIA have been geared directly

Into the middle of Automatic Data Processing and are prepared and

anaLously weaiting the type Information thea jystem Is expected to produce.
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The command element of ASTIA consists of the Commander s.ad Director

wh* is military and responsible to the Coanmander, Air Researcu1 auid

Dsvelopmant Commn, for implementation of the approved program. The

Deputy Director is a civilian who fulfills the responsibilities of the

Director in his absence and acts as his principal assistant and azivisor

in tne formulation of ASTIA policies, plans, and directives. The

baecutive is also military vho is responsible for assuring that the

policies of the organization as applied to the details of day-to-day

operations are carried out.

The role of the personnel in the command element of ASTIA, which is

primarily a civilian organisation, will be enhanced to the extent that

factual data will be available for the first tin, on the patterns, habits

and customs of the agences users. This type of information will be of

* benefit not only to members of ABTIA but to each of the respective

services wan the Depeartment of Defense. In addition, the Commander of

ABTIA is a member Qf the Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research and

Developmnt. Documentation Committee. This organization exists to promot

cooperaIon In research and development among NATO countries.

Mwe role of the Commnder and Director could conceivably be that of

primary comers with external forces at a higher 1,;vel. Y~cisicms at

Seadquaarters *Z the respective 01litary agencies regarding contemplated

research could be intluencied by knwled4g available in AWTI an the ztata

of the art,, vhich could conceivably eliminate dmplication and prevegt

ineesary expendituare of funds. fffectivia Information retrieval is a,

ccmm problem 9f inW government awsacies and is a technique that
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ABIA plans to exploit to the fullest extent possible with its automated

operations. Again the Ca~eWr and Director vould be concerned with

"value" analysis of the orgsnisation's impact an other U.B. and foreign

scientific and techni~cal if omactivities Involved in similar

functions.

The role ot the Deputy Director and the Memoutivo could be that of

primmry camera with ths $utersal affairs of the agency amd, the improved

effactvuenee of the producotion force. Autmwtie Data lroee"Lag should

peradt optimal allocation of personnel rescurces and scheduling of

pradisctiv, work effort.
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Chapter 7
THE ROAD AHEAD

IrrE)GAwTE DAT PROCESSING (IDP)
6 April 196ot

The precanding papers have described the various aivects of

ASTIA' a program for EDP. My purpose Is to tell you about our plans

for the future.* Colonel Hammnd has pointed out that in the past

ASTIA bad no data processing equipment. Everything was done manually

with an assist from mechanization in6 certain functional areas.

Because of this situation, our approach to ED~P has been or the

'Kiddle of the RoWd concept. That is, we selected the functional

areas in which the greatest gains could be quickly realized in termse

of reduced processing time and increased capability, also, we chose

to convert the processes "as is". We feel, that we had ample justi -

fication for this because the systems analysis which went into

planning for EDP had refined the existing procedures to a point

where ve were confident that everything we were doing needed to be

done.

la our feaauibility study we had contemplated using punched

paper tape equipment In preparing reproducible copy for our Technical

Abstract Bulletin (TAL) and catalog cards. However, the usn of

punched paper tape was not firmed up as part of the original plan

because of the additional workload that this would impose on our

planning and programming staff.- Furthermore, at that time it simply

represented an improvement in the method of preparing TAB and catalog

card copy. It did not relata directly to EDP.
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Shortly after cur I•PS plan was app-ow and preparations bad

begun in earnest, it was decided to proceed with plans for intro-

ducing punched paper tape equipment Into the copy preparation func-

tion. this decision was mae because the ED equipimnt which was

final•y selected had certain cheracteristice which could be

capitalized on to advantage in terms of Integrated Data Processing.

As ye maved Into this area, It became apparent tkat the pnmohed

paper tape vwtch was to be created initially in the course of

preparing reproducible copy could be converted to mnoget' taetr If

proper provisions were nade for such conversion. The informtion

thus recorded on mgnpeti* tape could be printed out on the high

speed printer as a result of the bibliography search. In addition,

much of the information which is to be wcapture in punched paper

tape can b'w machine converted into punched cards for the Index

Master, Inventory Master and Informntion Retrieval files. In order

to assure acc,'rscy of the inforation, we are planning to use moter

edge punched cisrds for entering certain authoritative Information

into the TAB copy and thus into paper tape. Prospects such as these

tend to onkke Management extremely eager in terms of expanding the

applications of E)P.

The advantages of doing what has Just been described are obvious.

We can eliminate the duplicative tasks of key punching and verifying

this sam information. Here agin we come face to face with the

,'act that there is more systems design and actual data processing
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progro~ming to be done than our staff can handle all at once.

Therefore, it is necessary to phase Into this aspect of integrated

data processing on a time available basis. We can't afford any

slippage In re,"rogrsummng the punch card applications for magetic

tape.* And we can't afford any slippage in programing other appli -

cations that were planned for the tape configuration.

We can determine what special coding to provide in the punched

"spor tape in order to permit the comuter to h-anle format in the

priv~t out of bibliographies- In gAdition, we can prepare the program

master tapes that will be needed in the copy prepa~ration function.

At this point, perhaps I should digress a bit and explain wbhy

it is necessary to develop progrsm mostor tapes for use with the

ip-ached pape tape equipmentý -flb. Technicial Abstract Du~lltin Is

&A unclassified publication;. yet It lists alU docuamts cataloged

by A&TI, and sovis of these are classvd~fb4 nMt. Conosequently, we

veat be sure that classified inforoation is excluded froa the Mh3.

On the other hMd, bibliographies aexegeared to the requester's

"neetl-te-keW am S security clearance; henme,, all the information

concerning a particular document mnst be captured in punched paper

tape for subsequent use inbiioehe.

This necessitates the typing of all infonation in order to

record It isa punched paper tape. lovever, by using a program, moter
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tape a by-product tape is produced which can be read by the machine

at top speed to prepare the TAJ3 reproducible copy. The program

master tape inserts control codes into the by-product tape in such

a way as to suppress the classified information while machine typing

the TO reproducible copy. No by-product tape will be punched in

this latter process since the paper tape that is to be converted to

magnetic tape was produced as a by-product tape at the time of typing

the complete entry as described earlier.

There are a number of punched paper tape machines on the market.

HDwever, to our knowledge only two are presently capable of producing

copy of reproducible quality. We tried both of these machines and se-

le, ted the Synchro-Tape. We chose the Synchro-Tape simply because we

felt it offered greater advantages for our particular application.

Earlier in this paper I mentioned we were confident that

everything we were doing needed to be done. As we progressed in

pr plannin for the punched paper tape operation we realized that

we could dispense with catalog cards for all but about 2% of the

documents cataloged. Our original plan for EDP bad eliminated an

need for card catalog&. but the bibllogppb service vas based an

stock-pilig ctalog cards to be mnually vwLtMmva by te nmber

after a machine "earch which produced a list of documnt numbers.

The capability of machine printing bibliographies remove the
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remaining requirement for catalog cards for all except those docu-

ments in which special characters were used. In this instance, the

term "special charmcter" means any character that is not available

on tne high speed printer or the Synchro-Tapes. Some of the Synchro-

Tapes will have selections of special characters such as -ethem&-

tical symbols and others which are peculiar to the fields of chemistry

and physics which are not available on the high speed printer. These

Synchro-Tapes will be used for preparing TU. entries which contain

such characterr - The punched paper tapes for these entries will be

retained and filed by the AD (ASTIA Document) number. These tapes

will be used for printing bibliographic entries for the AD numbers

involving this type of information. We estimate tl',t this will be

no more then about 10% of all bibliographic entries, although in

specific instances an entire bibliography might have to be produced

in this way. The 2$ which I mentioned earlier are entries in which

hand drawn characters such as sigms, brackets and chemical diagrams

are required. We will have to print catalog cards and stock-pile

the& for use in bibliographies which cite these particular AD's.

Obviously, our Scientific Analysts can do much to minimize this

requirement.

Theze vagaries will be coded into the bibliography search tape

so that our program for searches can print out a reference to a
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typed entry or to a catalog card as the case may be. Thus, it will

not be necessary for an opeiator to scan the entire bibliography in

order ".o determine if there are any requirements for this type of

special hintling.

At present, our plan calls for implementation of the punched

paper tape procedures on 1 July 1960. In order to achieve a reason-

able vapability for machine printed bibliographies in a relatively

short time, we will selectively convert the cataloging information

for documents that have been cited in bibliographies over the past

several months. At the same time all of the day-to-day input will

be proccssed for TAB reproducible copy beginning 1 July 1960. In

this way we expect to attain a 60 capability for machine printing

bibliographies by the end of the first Zear. And we expect to

attain 98W capability by the end of the second year. Since we must

continue to stock-pile catalog cards for 2% of the reports, 98%

capability represents the maximum possible. Obviously, it would be

silly to run a machine print rout!.ne beginning 1 July -- if we were

lucky we might get one or two ent:ries. Because of this we will run

machine searches beginning 1 July and continue the present practice

of pulling catalog cards by the number.

However, we plan to discontinue the reproduction of catalog

cards on 30 June and file the punched paper tape by AD number for

documents cataloged July through December 1960. These tapes will

be used for recreating the bibliographic entries on the Schro-

Tapeb as rý.quired during this period. We will u3e this method
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through December 1960. By 1 January 1961 we anticipate that there

will be a sufficient number of AD's on magnetic tape to warrant the

machine printing run.

Another plus factor in our use of the punched paper tape is

that we can experiment with the computer in terms of information

retrieval which goes beyond that based -n descriptors assigned by

our Scientific Analysts. There is much to be done in this field.

In fact, a number of documentalists of national repute %re interested

in utilizing the potential which ASTIA is creating for experimen-

tation in the field of autoindexing.

The introduction of punched paper tape equipment will make

possible our initial excursion into integrated data processing.

Our next objective involves a functionai area of more far-reaching

importance in terms of the number of personnel involved and the

service time which wi are able to attain. This functional area is

reproduction of requeated reports.

Each document cataloged by ASTIA is microfilmed as part of the

input processing. This is done in order to have copies of all docu-

ments in a disaster storage area and to provide a means of reproducing

reports as necessary in response to requests.

In our current operation, individual microfilm copies of the

documents are filed by number. These must be manually selected,

screened for type of reproduction to be used and spliced together

according to the method of reproduction to be used. After
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reproduction the film wiuat be broken down into indivilual document

lengths, replaced in their individual cassettes and returned to the

microfilm storage vault uiere the film are again filed by document

number.

At this point it is in order to briefly explain vhy different

methods of reproductin are used. One inthod, knovn as Xerox, Is

an electrostatic continuous process vhich does not require the use

of sensitized paper. It operates at 20 feet per minute and is

relatively inexpensive. Our reproduction of single copies of indi-

vidual reports by the Xerox method costs about 2.5 cents per page.

The other method of reproduction frcs microfilm is knovn as Airgrph.

This, too, is a coatinuous process, but it is a photographic process

vhich requires an exposure (or printing) stop using sensitized paper

and a developing, fixing sa drying step. The second step operates

at about 12 feet per amaute. The Airgrsph process costs about two

tiWs as much as the Xerox per finisbed page.

The Xerox process is satisfactory only for text and line copy.

It is incapable (at present) of reproducing half tones and continueus

tones. The Airgraph process, being photo*rVaw c in nature, is not

subject to these limitations. About "0% of documents in our collec-

tion contain be.I.f tones or continuous tones and must ba reproduced

by Airgraph.

Obviously, vs -nmild mo-h-nite t+he selection of film and the

reproduction process. Hovever, the benefits vhich could be realized
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would be marginal in terms of the cost of systems design and devel-

opment of the mechanization itself. in addition, we would still be

saddled with two reproduction processes one of which costs tvice as

much per page as the other.

In the course of studyIng this problem, we nave learned that

at least two commercial concerns are exploring the use of video-

magnetic tape techniques for recording and reproducing documentary

information. Basically, a page is recorded on magnetic tape in a

manner similar to the magnetic tape recording of a television

program using a modified TV camera. In reproducing a page, the

image is created on a device which is very similar to a television

receiver. An you all know, such an image consists of lines -- this

means that we could eliminate the Airgraph process from further

consideration and concentrate on an electrostatic reproduction

process.

Another commerelel concern has already marketed a high speed

"printer" known as the SC-5000. Actually this device, as far as we

are concerned, is not a printer at all. It consists of a char--ctron

fitted up with a Xerox processor for recordiag the iwages which are

created on the screen of the cathode ray tube. With the Xerox part

of the SC-5000 and some fairly simple circuitry we could have a

means for reproducing our docuaents automatically and at high speed.

Furthermore, since the reproducible copy of each document would

be in the form of magne'ic tape, it should be relativelv easy t-
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design a system in which our computer would talk to the reproduction

hardware and tell it which documents to reproduce for what order

numbers. Obviously,, the reproduction equipment woull require its

input in the form of punched cards so as to eliminate any waiting

on the part of the computer or a sizable memory in the reproduction

equipm•ent to accomplish the same purpose. Concurrently with the

reproduction, the computer could crank out the necessary shipping

and accountability paper work which would rea-h the shipping oper-

ation in advance of the reproduced copies of the documents.

Perhaps this seems like fanciful "ivory tower" daydreaming.

But bear in mind that we will fill requests for about a half million

copies of reports this fiscal year; there are scme 45 people involved

in reproduction of requested reports and an additional l1 involved

In the stock operation. In addition to the personnel, there is a

little matter of about 10,000 square feet of space used for document

reproduction and another 20,000 square feet of space used for docu-

ment storage. Space and supplies are costly; personnel are very

costly and are becoming more so as time goes by.

Annual costs for documents to fill requests break down approxi-

mstely as follows:

Supplies $270,000

Space (30,000 sq. ft. @ $1 30,000
per sq. ft. per yr.

Equipment Rental 49, 000

Personnel (63 @ $4,000 pr yr.) 252,000

Total Direct Cost of Copies @ 500,000/yr. $601,000
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CcMpaed to som of the large scale supply operations, this

amount, i.e., $6W000OOis peanuts. But It is approximately 25% of

ASTIA's annual budget. As our workload increties, it will become

an even greater portion of our budget. The point I an trying to

make here is that -ining copies of reports available for filling

requests is of such a magnitude that ye can justify careful conksid-

eration of som pretty rcophisticated hardwrxe on an economic basis

alone.* When we consider the possibility of substantial improvements

in servicing time and reduced unit costs which can be expected with

advances in technology, we can see that a move to completely inte -

grated data processing in the request processing area will undoubtedly

be justified within the next few years.*

Given this type of automtion and integrated data processing,

we can eliminate the inventory aspects of request processing. This

will constitute a gain in terms of the complexity of our present

data processing system which will in effect free the comuter for

other applications. This laads up to my final point which in:

Syta in" s t a never endin task. As we have seen in this

presentation, certain jobs that are essential today mny not be

essential taomrrov Wa som that are still essential t~omrvwo way

not be essential the day efter tamrrow.
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Chapter 8

THE "TAPE TYPEWRITER PLAN,"
A METHOD FOR COOPERATION IN DOCUMENTATION

Calvin N. Mooers

INTRODUCTION

The "Tape Typewriter Plan" is a new program which I believe will provide
a substantial advance in the technology of documentation. The immediate
improvements will be of two kinds. First, the Plan provides a simple new
means for cooperation between libraries to improve cataloging and to
eliminate duplication of effort in cataloging. Second, the Plan provides a
means for greater clerical efficiency in the cataloging operations now being
done at each library.

The subsequent improvements in documentation due to the Plan will be
even more important. The Plan will lead to inter-library cooperation on a
large scale, providing many of the advantages - and none of the disadvantages
of a "universal documentation center."

Although the Tape Typewriter Plan is a cooperative plan, involving the
exchange of material between libraries, the plan requires no compulsion and
virtually no standardization of theory or method. The Plan Is designed to
provide maximum benefits to the participants with a minimum of contributory
work Participation in the Plan will follow from a library's determination of

Its own self interest.

The Plan has other features. The Plan is designed to make full use of modern
.electronic data processing equipment (electronic computers). At the same
time, the Plan definitely does not require any participating library to have
computing equipment of its own. For full participation in the Plan, all that is
required is for each library to poueu a "Tape Typewriter." This is a unit of
only moderate cost.
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THE "TAPE TYPEWRITER PLAN,'

One of the main purposes of the Plan is to permit the work done in catalog-

ing documents at one library to be usvd for making catalog cards at other

libraries. An unusual feature of the Plan is that it does not require a narrow

standardization of catalogiig format (arrangement of printing on a card).

Each library can use its own format. Neither dues the Plan require a

standardization upon any single universal classification system nor descriptor

categorization system of any kind. Libraries may use whatever classification

system or subject heading system is most suited to their own operations.

While the Tape Typewriter Plan is very simple in basic concept, study will

show that it has many subtleties and that it will have many far-reaching effects.

I will now describe the Plan, piece by piece. Following this description, I will

consider some of the consequences of the Plan.

THE TAPE TYPEWRITER

The basic device, around which the whole Plan revolves, is a machine which

I shall call the "tape typewriter." There are a number of commercially

available tape typewriters. These are manufactured at various prices. Each

make has various features of speed, convenience, and versatility of operation.

All of these machines shouic be examined in the light of a specific library's

problem before a particular machine is chosen for use.

Commercial tape typewriter devices are sold under the followirg names:

Flexowriter (Friden Inc., San Leandro, California)

Olivetti (Olivetti Corp,. of America, New York)

Synchro-Tape (Remington Rand Univac, Div., Sperry-Rand, Inc., New York)

' See "The Computer Directorl and Buyer's Guide, 1960" in Computers and
Automation, Vol. 9, No. 6 (June 1960), and "All About Paper Tape,"

Datamatiun, Vol. 5, Nos. 3 and 4 (May-June and July-August, 1959).
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COOPERATION IN DOCUMENTATION

Teletype (Teletype Corp., Chicago)

Telex (Siemens & Halske, West Germany. U. S.
representative: Siemens New York, Inc.,
New York)

Soroban typewriter (Soroban Engineering, Inc., Melbourne, Florida)
controllers

The IBM "Cardatype" machine, although it produces punched cards instead of

tape, should be studied also before making a -.hoice of machine. There

undoubtedly exist other useable machines, since aiy list is not intended to be

exhaustive.

One of the important features of the Pian is that its operation does not depend

upon universal sta•ndardization on any particular commercial make of machine.

Each participating library can choose whatever kind of machine is found to

be most available and suitable to that library.

For the benefit of those readers who are not familiar with tape. typewriter

machines, I now wish to explain them. A "tape typewriter" is basically a

typewriter: it poeesm a typewriter keyboard, and when one operates this
keyboard, printed characters are made on a sheet of paper placed in the

machine. In fact, ncwt of the present commercial tape typewriters are built

around a conventional electrically-operated typewriter mechanism.

In addition, the tape typewriter must also have two other features. It must

have the ability to produce a perforated paper tape record of everything that

is typed, It must also have a paper tape "reader" which can read the perforated

tape and operate the typewriter in accordance with the perforations on the

tape.

Consider fr•m the production of the perforated paper tape, The machine

must be able to make perforations or punches in a strip of paper tape each

time one of the typewriter keys Is punched. For each of the typewriter

characters, a different pattern of punche is produced by the tape perforator.
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THE "TAPE TYPEWRITER PLAN,"

Each pattern is produced by a row c' punches placed in a single line crosswise
to the paper tape. Some machines, se a 5-location matrix for placing the

punches In the line across the tape. in ,uch a machine theze are 25 = 32

poslble patterns of punches and bla ks that can be recorded in any line on
the tape. Such a tape cai4 handle .1 different characters. As each typewriter
character key is actuated, not only oes this character print on the sheet of
paper in the typewriter, but a corresonding pattern of punches is simultaneously
perforated into the paper tape. Aft,.r each character, the tape moves forward,
with the result that as a line of tex- is typed on the sheet of paper, there is
also produced a strip of perforated paper tape which records each step in the
operation of the typewriter. In a fully capable tape typewriter, the letters of
the alphabet, numerals, punctuation, "capitals," "carriage return and line
advance," "tabulate," and "backspace" are all recorded by patterns of punches

in the tape.

The 5-location tape perforating matrix is not the only kind used in current
tape Vypewriters. Others use 6, 7, and 8-location matrices, with corresponding
differences in the patterns of punches and blanks for recording the characters
and greater versatility in the number of characters that can be handled.

The second additional feature that a tape typewriter must have is the
capability to "read" perforated paper tape and to actuate either the typewriter
keys or the tape perforator, or both, in accordance with the perforated tape
record. Thus, a tape which b s been produced as a consequence of typing one
page of text, and which is then V~t back into the tape reader of the same
machine (along with a new sheet of paper) will produce a tape controlled
automatic typing of a page of text which is identical with the original typed
page. It will also produce at the same time a new tape which is a copy of the
first.

In summary, a tape typewriter has there elements. (1) It has a keyboard
which is manually operated to produce both a printed page and a perforated
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COOPERATION IN DOCUMENTATION

tape at the same time. (2) It has a printi unit for printing characters on a

page under the control of either the keyboard or of the saip of perforated tape

in the tape reader. (3) It has a tape perforator for perforating paper tape in
accordance with the keys pressed on the keyboard or in accordance with the

tape passing through the tape reader. (4) It has a tape reader for reading a

perforated tape and controlling the printing units and the tape perforator.

By full use of these elements, a number of very useful techniques are

immediately made possible. Sections of tape can be pasted together to

combine sections of text, and the resulting tape can be used to make a unified

typed copy of the combined text. During the typing, a new tape can also be

perforated.

One may let the tape typewriter print and perforate under the control of the
tape in the reader until a blank area -in the tape appears and the machine
stops. Text can be inserted at the keyboard manually, and the tape can again

be started through the reader in order to automatically plint the remaining

text ase it is recorded on the rest of the tape. In this way, a new tape can be
produced which contains the full corrected text exactly as printed.

By a slight variation upon this method. when the first tape is known to contain
errors, the tape is allowed to run through the reader (producing typing as it
goes) until just before the location of the error. The correction is then manually

typed in. The tape in the reader is skipped ahead to the correct position after
the error, and automatic typing is resumed. (Depending upon the particular
machine used, there are differences in the detaila of this procedure.) While

these operations art going on, a new and corrected tap;a is automatically

produced.

From this description it is seen that a tape typewriter can be used to produce

easily an error-free tape by making simple corrections in an error-containing

tape. This error-free tape can be used thereafter to produce a perfect typed

copy each time it is run through the machine. In other words, a tape containing
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THE "TAPE TYPEWRITER PLAN,"

the recorded te;t of a catalog card can be used to produce automatically as

many error-free copies of ti. - catalog card as may be desired. Single error-

free copies of any difficult typed matter can also easily be produced in the

same way. The implications of these capabilities to library typing procedures

are readily apparent.

TAPE TRANSLATION

We must now consider an important complication due to the fact that tape

typewriters are not suandardized devices. Not only do they differ between

manufacturers, but machines made by the same manufacturer bearir.g the same

model or type number will differ in importart respects. The manufacturers

are not to blame. Many of these variations are ordered by the customer when

he buys his machine. Not only will a customer order various special symbols

for some af the keys, but he may order a machine with tape having a 5, 6, 7, or

8-location punching and reading matrix. In addition, machit:.s from differcn.t

manufacturers may even use different patterns to represent the same printed

character.

For this reason, the perforated paper tapes - as they come directly from a
tape typewriter - are not freely interchangeable between machines. Each

machine can use only its own particular tape and character pattern code. In

order to go from one machine to another, with the second machine having a

different tape and code, it is necessary to perform a simple translation and

then to perforate a new paper tape which will be used to operate the second

machine. Tape-to-tape translators of this kind are relatively simple devices.
Laboratory translators have been built and have been used. When a real

demand for translators arises, versatile models in commercial production can

be expected to become available. Until then, electronic computers can perform

this kind of translation.
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COOPERATION IN DOCUMENTATION

.With a tape-to-tape translator, the tapes prepared on any -ape typewriter

can be converted for use on any other tape typewriter. The :rily limitation is

that the characters called for by the tape must be available on both machines.

Through the use of such a tape trauslator, any tape typewriter can "talk" to any

other tape typewriter i, respective of differing tape format or character pattern

codes.

Only one tape translator will be needed to perform all the different kinds of

translation foe all the different tapes exchanged by a group of libraries. For

each translation to be made, the tape translatoe is first adjusted for the tape

format and the pattern codes of the source typewriter and the tarse typewriter.

By use of a translator permitting such adjustments, one type of tape translator

can serve for all kinds of tape translations.

USE OF ELECTRONIC INFORMATION PROCESSING MACHINES

Tape translation is merely the simplest of the useful kinds of conversion

pcocedurcs that can be performed on the tapes produced by a tape typewriter.

Other more useful and more complicated conversions can be performed by

means of electronic information procesing machines (e.g., electronic

computers). Such machines have a very high speed of operation, and their
vsratilitv is limited In most cases only by the imagination and inventiveness

of the user. Time on these machines can be rented in intervals of a few

minutes or hours. Such rental time is available on most computers at any of

the commercial institutions which have them. Therefore, it iq definitely not

necemary for any library to purchase a computing machine in order to take

part in the Tape Typewriter Plan.

..et us n ,' consider several examples of the various useful conversions

made posible by an information procesing machine. Consider a set of tapes

which have been prepared as a cosuequence of the typing of catalog cards, and

which have been read into the memory of the information procesing machine.
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"The machine can rearrange the sequence of entries making up each card,

putting (for example) the author's name first. Then, inside its electronic and
magnetic memory, it can also perform an alphabetization by author's name

for a large collection of cards. When s"c a.... ia , io,•• , perats are

completed, the machine can then perforate a new paper tape which will control

a typewriter to type up cards in alphabetical sequence according to authors'

nam,

Any other rearrangcment of content on the card 'with or without sequence

sorting) can just as easily be pertormed betore making up a new tape.

Any part of the printed matter on the card (e.g., corporate authors, numbers,

or abstracts) in the original caid text can be omitted by the machine before

making up a new tape.

New material (e.g.. serial numbers, class numbers, etc.) can be added by the

machine before making up a new tape.

The machine can change the "page format" before making up a new tape.

Thus if the input tape was made for controlling the typing on a 5-by-3-inch

card, the machine ran compose new line lengths, set indentations and page

margins for typing up an error-.free standard 81/2-by-11-inch page. It can

compose a single or double column format. Running heads and page numbers

can be added. The output tape which is made will then control a tape type-

writer which will type' in this new format. Any kind of indentation, spacing,

oc other possibilities can be created automatically at high speed by the

electronic information procesing machine.

By various combinations of suppression of some parts of the text, and by

format rearrangement, all sorts of new lists and compilations can be created

from tapes originally punched for entirely different formats.

An inform~ation processing machine can just as easily take two tapes and

merge their text contents into a single alphabetical or numerical sequence.
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It can thus interfile items.

Conversely, the machine can select certain items from a list, ignoring the

rest and make an output tape from only the selected items. Any criteria which

can be numerically stated, or which involves any occurence or combination

of words, numbers, or clasiaficati•,n symbols, can be used as the basis of

selection. Therefore, any kind of "information retrieval selection" can be

performed by the machine. The results ccn be perforated into a new paper

t .1e for later printing.

In some cases, the output from a conversion operation by an information

processing machine will be so voluminous that more rapid methods of

printing would be preferred instead of the relatively slow (10 characters per

second) tape typewriter. In this case, one of the electronic "hig. speed

printers" will be employed. Some of these printers ca4 1 int full lines of text

(120 characters) at a rate of 10 lines per second, i.e., thev can print a full
single-spaced typewriter page in less than 6 seconds! This is a printing speed

of 600 pages an hour which means that quite extensive litts and compilations

can be printed in less than an hour of high speed printer time.

U0 E OF AN INFORMATION PROCESSOR AS A TRANSLATOR

Because of its great versatility, an information procesor can certainly

convert from one typewriter tape code to another. It does this by meant of a
"table of conversion" which is stored in its electronic memory. For each

code pattern on the input tape, it looks up the pattern in Its tab!e, finds the

corresponding output code, and then perforates this second code on the output

tape.

The use of conversion tables has many extensions, and them provide a

challenging field of exploration. The input to the conversion table may be a

number, a symbol, a word, or a group of words. The outputs can be just as

varied. A few examples can be given: A table can be set up which takes words
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as inputs, and which produces a Uniterm number as the output. The inpum can

be subject headings, and the outputs can be :he corresponding numerical clami-

ficatlon code symbols. The inputs may be words and phrases, and tle outputs

retrieval descriptors. The inputs may be code symbols in one classification

system, and the output can be the one or more most closely approximating

classification symbols or sets of descriptors in quite a different system.

It is my contention that whenever any two sets of "subject content indicators"

(e.g., decimal classificntion numbers, subject headings, descriptors, etc.) are

sufficiently well defined, it should be possible to set up a conversion table to go

from the one set of indicatG;b to the other. Of course, such a conversion, like

any kind of language translation, will usually not be completely exact. Part

of this inexactness is a result of the imperfect state of our knowledge of these

systems and interrelationships. Another part results mainly from the inherent

incompatibilities between the classification systems. In general, any given

classification system does not make the same distinctions precisely as r•,ey

are made in some other classification system. For this reason a single input

symbol irn one system may be represented by several output symbols in the

second system. Other peculiarities may also appear, but a full discussion of

these problemd is inappropriate here.

The important thing to note here is that both the card or page tormat and

tie subject content indicators can be translated from one system to another.

Because of this conversion capability, the Tape Typewriter Plan frees us from

the neea for pl:ior agreement upon any univer!al subject indicating scheme or

classification system. In this respect the Plan differs most significantly from

all previous plans for wide-spread documentary cooperation, since these plans

have all specifically required a prior universal agreement. In the history of

documentation, such agreement has never occurred.
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UNION CATALOGS, BOOK CATALOGS, AND S2LECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Modern librarians wo-uld be far more interested in bibliographic tools such
as book format catalogs, union catalogs, and easily prepared selective

bibliographies if these tools were not so difficult and expensive to prepare and

to maintain. For example, it is impracticable to maintain a book format

catalog of the holdings of a library primarily because of the impracticality

of making additions or frequent new editions. On the other hand, card catalogs,

though clumsier to use, permit easy addition by simple insertion of cards.

Union catalogs, with distribution of cards, run into their own problerds because

of the gWeat clerical problems of filing and catalog maintainance. Thus st~ch

catalogs are a luxury. Printed selective bibliograph'es of several hundred or

thousand titles, furnished to a customer at request, are another luxury that
libraries have been unable to consider.

The Tape Typewritex Plan, because it is assisted by modern information
processing equipment, places all of these goals within the range of achievement.

I speak cautiously here, and only say "come within the range of achievemetif,"

because some present important library problems are so vast that they can still
overwhelm the largest of our electronic equipments. However technological

p:ogresm in equipment is so very rapid that even this limitation will not prevail
for long. For another thing, many useful and significant library problems are

not this vast, and so they can be handled now by present equipment.

USE- OF TAE MEMORIES J.ND HIGH SPEED PRINTERS

Now I wlih to disct'as large-F "ale magnetic tape memories and high speed

printers. These devices are wajuncts to electrenic information processing

machines. In a library plan, the tape memories will have a storage function

similar to that of a card catalog. They will stote bibliographic information

in such a way that the information can be added, extracted, or rearranged at
art, lime. Some of these memories, even at pre enm, have relatively large
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capacities (e.g., enough capacity to store the contents of 100 drawers of catalog
cards in one memory unit). Memories of this kind, at various locations, linked
to the manipulating and translating capabiliues of electronic information
processors, and also linked via paper tapes to a multitude of tape typewriters
in cooperating libraries, will present some truly inniguing possibilities for
macline bibliographic communication.

These possibilities are even greater when the use of electronically actuated
high-speed printers is taken into account. As mentioned previously, these
devices can print a iull page of text, typewriter size, single spaced, in less than
six seconds per page. In one hour., 600 pages can be printed. Such printed copy
can be. used directly as a single copy or the printers can produce several
carbon copies at the same time. The original copy can also be used for photo-
offset reproduction for the printing of huindreds or thousands of copies. The
cost of using high-speed printers is difficult to compute, but we can expect it
to be within the range of a fraction of a dolldr per page.

U*ing the large tape memories and high- Wpeed printers available, it will be
possible to furnish libraries with printed book -format. catalogs of their holdings,
or parts of their holdings, from the basic cataloging information stored on
magnetic tape. Therefore, catalog, in book format will begin to compete with
card -atalogs, particularly when machin¶e'mi'g cosis drop in comparilori"
with costs of conventional card catalog maintenance If and when this occurs,
book format. ca'a!ogs will become the day to day working tool.

At the site of the eiectronic information proccssing machine, the magnetic
tape reels for the liorary will spend most of their time ,n storage. In fact,
once the electronic machine has prepared a set of catalogs, it wili thereafter
he called upon to do library work only during short intervals on some periodic
schedule Thus any libra~y will be obligaed to suppor, only a small fraction
,of the total charge for such machines At other times the machines will be

per forming other jobs for other paying customers
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By making use of the interfiling capabilities of the tape memories, the

catalogs on tape of several libraries can be merged to give a combined or

union reference tool. Again, the result can be printed out in book format, and

copies can be furnished to the participating l'braries.

The selective capabilities of information processing machines will permit a

great maay kinds of selection and arrangement of items from the master tapes

to form selective bibliographies. With easy selection and printing of relatively

long lists of citations (e.g., hundreds or thousands of items), selective

bibliographies can be expected to become a much more useful and important

tool than at present. In fact, it is possible that they will take their place as a

major tool for information retrieval in the libraries that make fu,, and modern

use of the technique. hI addition, a new technique known as "lattice indexing"

now being developed by the author (which is related to techniques also being

developed by others) indicates a new degree of retrieval power that can be

given to machine-prepared selective lists and hthliogrsphies.

Because ot the practical value of knowing the geogiaphical location of

storage of documents, lists printed from this aspect can also ..asLly be provided.

THE PLAN IN OPERATION AT A LIP.RARY

In the beginniug. for each library, the Tape Typewriter Plan must justify

itself solely on the basis of the improvements and economies that it can make

in the clerical and typing aspects of library operations. In other words, the

introduction of a tape typewriter should make it easier and cheaper to prepare

multiple copies of catalog cards and to prepare error-free copies of lists and

'o prepare other kinds of error-free copy as needed in library operations. In

fact, a tape typewriter should not be• bought by a library unless it can pay for

itself in these operations

In the next stage of the Plan, exchanges of paper tapes between one or more

other libraries will be undertaken. Tapes for certain lists of citations and
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references, and tapes from certain categories of catalog cards will be

discovered to be useful at two libraries. A trade can be arranged. A continuing

"quid pro quo" exchange, with each library conuibuting something of value

to the other, is easily set up, As such exchanges develop their usefulness, and
other libraries wish to join and participate, the formation of tape exchange

pools or joint collections will quite nattrally begin.

At the individual library, as its collection of paper tapes accumulates

(perhaps speeded by participation in a tape exchange pool), there will soon

come the desire to do more things with the information collected on tapes.
At this stage, the library will locate a nearby information processing machine
with extra time available for renta!, and will arrange to load its paper tapes

into more concentrated magnetic tape storage. Now the library is ready to

use the full gamut of electronic information processing capabilities: sorting,
arranging, editng, translating, printing, and others. Catalogs and clamsified
bibliographies in book form will be one of the major products to Lm asked for

first from such a machine.

However - and this point is very important - one can only process information
after somebody somewhere has prepared it on a tape typewriter. If catalog

cards are ever made up on an ordinary typewriter, this labo- at the keyboard

has been wasted as far as machine processing, or inter-library cooperation via
machine is concerned I

Therefore, the day is soon coming when it will be a "criminal waste" to put
useful bibliographic information through a keyboard without at the same time
producing some satisfactory kind of machine readable record such as a

perforated paper tape, perforated card, or other medium.

THE PLAN IN OPERATION FOR A GROUP OF COOPERATING LIBRARIES

A group of libraries, cooperatively participating in the Tape Typewriter
Plan, can use their force of numbers to gain a number of considerable
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advantages. By acting as a group, they can do better bargaining for electronic

machiae piocessing. They can also make better use of the machines. It is

well known in the computing machine profession that the biggest (and costliest)

machines are always the cheapest machines to use in terms of the. number of

machine operations performed per dollar spent. A group of libraries acting in

concert can produce a continuing volume of work which will justify time on

a large machine, and they can share the cost of providing "computing

machine programs" for the various documentary tasks to be done. Further-

more. only by thc formation of a cooperating group of a number of libraries

can a union catalog operation be begun.

A typical group of cooperating libraries in a Tape Typewriter Plan will soon
have available, through machine assistance. such a large and valuable pool of

documentary material, that libraries outside the group will discover very
compelling reasons to get a tape typewriter of their own and to join the pool
and become participants. This should be encouraged. The rule of the game
for full participation in any library pool should be "You furnish your tapes and

we will furnish ours." However, special machine compilations and printing

jobs for aay particular library will have to, be paid for by the library demanding

such machine work.

As was mentioned earlier, it is not necessary for the participcttlng libraries

to standardize either on any specific commercial tape typewriter or on any
specific catalog format. If differing classification or subject heading schemes
are used, interconversion tables for these should be developed.

In order for larger libraries to handle their work loads, they will undoubtedly

want to employ a number of tape typewriter units. These same libraries, in
order to facilitate various tape exchanges, will also want their own tape

translator units so they can communicate directly by tape with nearby libraries
without having to call on computer assistance or on the use of outside tape

translators. Smaller libraries will usually be able to arrange for tape translation
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(on some weekly payment basis) at the larger libraries. In this way the

investment in equipment at the smaller libraries can be held to a minimum.

WHY THIS PLAN IS SO UNUSUAL

The Tape Typeweiter Plan is unusual in that it most ingeniously side-steps

some of the intractable human and intellectual problems Jhat have previously

blocked progress in docum2ntary zooperation. At the same time, it makes full

use of the powerful capaiAliues inherent in all the mechanical devices

employed.

All prior plans for large-scale documentary projects or for documentary

cooperation have required (1) intellectual standardization, (2) format

standardization. (3) disseminated labor, or (4) centralization.

Intellectual standardization has taken the form of a requirement for a

common, universally agreed upon classification system (based on words, symbols,

or numbers) which weuld be used by all the participants. Library histo,-'y shows

that such an agreement has nevet been possible.

Format standardization is necessary for any plan of catalog card exchange.

However, even such a simple form of standardization as t:,e use of uniform

catalog card layout does not prevail among all libraries.

Catalog card exchange plans, of which there are many, are an example of

"diseminated labor." This kind of group activity places a burden of labor -

for filing the cards received - upon ea," local cooperator. 'This burden ii not

in proportion to the individual cooperator's selfish interest; instead the filing

burden due to the flow of cards is in proportinn to the size of the group.

Therefore such pians, !nvolvlng labor disseminated at the convenience of
"others," all come to grief when the load increases beyond the .eel of local

interest.

Many recent (and earlier) plans and prcposals for large-scale bibliographic
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cooperation have been hased upon setting up a unique bibliographic center.

Reference questions, and all other information retrieval cusromer requests,

would be processed by this one center before information could be provided to

the customer. Thace have been many well-founded objections heatedly

advanced against any such plan for unique centralization of bibliographic and

documentary service. Except possibly in the Soviet Union, objections of this

kind have prevented any widespread move in the direction of a universal

information center

The Tape Typevwriter Plan side-stcps these four problems. Cooperation can

take place without need to standardize on a classification system. (A detailed

treatment of the considerations of this point will have to be given in another

paper ) To a significantly useful extent, class symbolism can be converted from

one classification system to another. Recording formats are easily changed by

maclhne processing. Th An does not disseminate labor at the convenience

of othets. Each library does only as much work as it finds necessary in order

to process its own documents only. Finally, the Tape Typewriter Plan leads

to a loose confederation of libraries, eack, cooperating according to its own

self interest, and using pooled magnetic tape rtiage at a variety of places -

but iertainly not at any one "universal documentation center."

The Tape Typewriter Plan is unusual also in the way that it recognizes and

takes maximum advantage of the peculiar capabilities of electronic

information processing machines. These machines can be considered to be

high speed, completely accurate, clerical robots. Some of their greatest

capabilities are ir rearra, 'ng data, looking up conversion lists of symbols,

converting, storing, and printing. Properly used, these machines can do these

things very cheaply. However, they do require a "machinable input" which

!he machine can read, i.e., perforated tape (or a set of tabulating cards used

as a substitute for tape). The Plat, pro,ides this kind of machLnable input.

Most people look upon a choice of a computer a:; a "•inal decision," and
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think that all ,,bsequcnt work and thinking about michines must be based

upon this one choice This view is erroneous, even though computer companies

have tended to fostr this viewpoint. The correct viewpoint ib that computers

can act as information processing machines. They can most capably perform

high speed format and symbol translation between computers. Therefore if

any group of libraries desires to make use of the services of a newer and

faster computer, they can use the facilities of the new computer itself to

convert from the magnetic tape format of the old computer to the new.

By using computing machines we can avoid sori;e of the main problems that

have plagued all projects of large scale cooperation in documentation.

HOW TO GET STARTED IN THE PLAN

In order to get starteJ in the Plan, it is not necessary to wait for anyone else

to make decisions in any other library, nor to wait for further technological

developments in mechanisms. You can start now. The machines needed for

starting the Plan (the tape typewriters) have been commercially available for

years. What you must do now is Lu study dih iapabillties of these machines lIl

the light of your own library operations. It is likeiy that you will find that

some of your clerical processes in document cataloging could be done more

efficiently by use of tape typewriter machines. If this is so, you can begin

immediately, saving the paper tapes produced as a by-product. Then, as soon

as another neighboring library gets a tape- typewriter, you can begin an exchange

of tapes in a "Two-Library Plan." More libraries will soon folloW your lead.

As soon as a large enough body of tapes is available, but only than, should an

electronic information processing machine be called upon.

The beauty of the Tape Typewriter Plan is tl'at you can start now at your

library, on the basis of your own self interest. You don't need to wait for any

kind of agreement on the part of others. From then on, whatever work you do -

and preserve on tape - constitutes a resource for later more elaborate machine

processing and for inter- library trading and ccoperation, ail to your benefit.
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APPENDIX

THE USE OF NON-PRINTING CHARACTERS
FOR FORMAT INDICATION ON ABSTRACTS

TRANSCRIBED ON MACHINE MEDIA

A very serious probletn arises in machine procesming of abatracts and other

dccumentary information. The problem is that it is difficult to instruct a

machine how to distinguish between the title, the author or authors' names,

the abstract, and so on. For this reason, it is desirable to have some sort of

special "punctuation" to separate and to distinguish between these items.

Such special punctuation should be easily interpreted by the cormput'ng machine.

At the same time, such punctuation should r.)t interfere with the ordinary

print-out from the tape typewriter.

It is my proposal that a "non-printing character" be placed in the

typewriter keyboard and in the tape code. This non-printing character will be

recognized only by the computing machine. When this character is struck on

the keyboard, no printing occurs, but the tape is punched with the tape code

for the non-printing character (NPC). Conversely, when the NPC code is read

from the tape, the typewriter does not print or space.

A single NPC will be adequate to handle all problems that will arise. This

is because single and multiple uses of the one character can provide the

required number of different meanings. Where the NPC is indicated by V. we

can form: r, VV, VVV, VVVV, etc. Each of these is given a different

meaning. By using a single "space" interpolated among the V's, an even

larger number cf symbols can be formed, such as: V V, VV V, V VV, V V V,

etc. However, I believe it is p.eferable to avoid ihese latter combinations and

not to assign a confusingly large tumber of NPC codes because there is a better

way of handling these problems. I propose that for each transcription program,

41
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at eadi transcription center, a fixed sequence of descriptive items such as:

document number, document title, authors' names, dates, etc., mid abstract be

set forth. This sequence will be called the "sequential format" of entries for

each abstract. It is not necessary for each transcription center to ube the same

sequential format of entries.* It is only necessary that the sequential forrmiat be

determinate for any given piece of tape.

My suggestion forthe assignment of i.cerpretations to the NPC combinations

is as follows:

VVVV Marker separating complete abstract or information entries.

'TVV Non-printing "parenthesis" to enclose special comments.
See below for further discussion.

Marker to separate title from author, author from date, and
in geneial to separate the various kinds of descriptive items
within an abstract entry.

V Marker to separate multiple authors, mu'tiple report
numbers, and in general to keep content from running
together within any one descriptive item.

To use this method of format indication, a fixed sequence of descriptive
items must be determined. For example, a typical "sequential format" for

one run of tape might be:

1) document number
2) full title

3) authors
4) source agency or company

5) date

6) number of pages

7) abstact

8) classification

Transcription on this one tape must then follow this sequential format. Where
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any item of the format is omitted, there mu,.t be a "VV VV" with a space

between the NPC's to indicate the omission. Where an unusi'al situation arises,

this is taken care of by a comment inserted in this fashion: VVV commen. VVV.

When this indication of' comment" isused, the computing machine can easily

find the special comment and act appropriately.

The following example is given of the use of such a format and the NPC's.

VVVV ADC 1012; VV Nuclear Fractionation. VV J. Jones, V B.
Smith; VV Reactors, Inc., and V Univ. Texas, VV June 1959,
VV VV No abstract, VVV abstract is confidential VVV VV Secret.
VVVV.

Such things as "carriage retwn," "indent," etc., have not been indicated, but

their use is und Irstood. Note that all the ordinary punctuation is retained.

From the example, the uses of the various symbols are quite evident. The

only -ne needing further comment is VVV. The material enclosed by this non-

printlag parenthesis can be of great variety. One important use is to identify

special material following the insertion, or to make special comments on

deviations from the established sequential fcrmat. Symbols not in the regular

type fonts can be indicated. By using VVV in this way, all special cases not

haadled by V, VV, or VVV, can be dealt with. Special words assigned

conventional meanings can be enclosed in the VVV bracket to indicate

special functions, and these words can be looked up in a list or tqble in the

computing machine to get the details of what actions at.a to be taken.

Such a list cm be of any length, and thus au arbitrarily large number of

situations can be dealt with without the need for additional NPC codes or

characters.

By the use of a special non-printing character, the computing machine

procesing of punched tape transcriptions of abstracts and other bibliographic

information can be greatly facilitated. At the beginning of a tape run, thei

computing machine can be instructed In tha sequential format of entries
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within each abstract entry. Thus various sequential formats can be interpreted

without trouble by th2 machine. Consequently there will be no need for a

universal standardized sequential format of transcription or print-out. This

last consequence - the elimination of a need fo: prior standardization of

format - is the most important result of this proposal.
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Chapter 9

A Generalized Computer Method for Informration Retrieval

by Mrs. Claire Schultz

ABSTACT

A gemeralized method is given fcr performing Info-.nation retrie-

val by computer. The method can be applied to systems varying in

type, size, maunner of ase, and computer equipmeot.

Systems with files of infor'uation-retrieveJ data or document

references my ase the method. Optlons allow many or few4 searches

to be performed during sack pass of the file through the computer.

Alternative searches or subsearches may be specified. sand the upper

and lower bounds en the number of retrieval refereijees may be set.

The options can be ;:sed to define the characteristics of a partic-

ular system so that necessary staff and equipment capacities cam be

determined. Ouatput forms include reference numbers. abstracts.

microfilm, and so forth, depending on the output equsipment choses..

in oddition to retrieval information, the output say include system-

use records, used to analyse and evaluate system efficiency auto-

matically. and to compare objectively one system with another.

The first application of the method is by the Armed Forces

Technical Information Agency. A block process diagram, detailed

flow chart, and descr~pt~on of the ASTIA application are provided.
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DIESCRIPTION I" MH1niOij

1-1. INFORMATION RETRIE'VAL DEFINED

The method to be described is for performing information retrie-

val hy computer. Since the literature does not differentiate In-

formation retrieval from other types of data processing, it may be

worthwhile te do so here.

In what is cenerally termed "data processing," the computer

manipulates specific units of input data to arrive at other specific

pieces of data, such as the amount of a paycheck or the tangent of

an angle.

In machine translation, the computer substitutes equivalents

for one another, whether the unit size is a word, phrase, sentence,

or otherwise. Again, the manipulation proceeds from specific to specific.

Artificial languages, such as those used in automatic computer

programming, require a type of machine translation, and thus proceed

from specific to specific. Expanding a pseudo-language (shorthand)

to full length increases the output volume to more than the input,

but is nonetheless a series of substitutions of one specific thing

for another.

Information retrievnl, however. arrives at a general class

of informction by examining specific units of input data for their

Interrelationshij•s.
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For exaiple, to determine whether a document is pertinent

ýo a pdrticular question, the computer iompares the document des-

cription with the u.aL& ur ai,furmaLi,,n requested in the question.

If they match, a question may further require that art additional

unit or units of information be absent for the document to qualify

as an "answer". AfLer examining an entire file of document des-

criptions, one knows which documents meet the requirements ý.f the

question.

A question represents a class of information. -he more un;ts

of information asked for in the question, the more exclusive the

class. For example, a question which asks for documents mentioning

dogs, cats, and rabbits is more exclusive than one that asks fec

documents mentionig cats and dogs.

In building a document-description file for information

retrieval, all the classes of information for which there wiii be

requests cannot be anticipated. For efficient retrieval, therefore,

units of information in the input file must be small enough to allow

great freedom in creating classes at the time of output. Specific

input units must be planned so that the iarge generic units to which

they bear a fixed relationship will be made explicit.

For example, if an input file conatains information about

apples, any document concerned with a specific kind of apple, such

as MCnonap or Mackintosh, should have the amin of the specific apple
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in its description: but the description also should contain the

word •p•_es, so that if a question were rece!ved asking for in-

formation about the temperature at which to store rpples, to

perform a search, one would neither have to know the nay.ss of

every type of apple, nor would one need to search for every

specific kind of apple when one word, apples, would suffice.

No parti:ular configuration of equipment is. presumed for

the method described: the pregram, outlined in figure 10, is

feasible for almoit any gereral-purpose computer system. As

described below, it also is applicable to tabulating equipment,

or even manually-sorted systems. Its efficiency declines,

however, when desirable options (discussed later) are precluded

because of equipment lieitations. The program efficiency varies

according to compvter capacity to handle the necessary volume of

searches and produce output in the desired format.

bSall or little-used files could use the method with some

kinds of tabulating equipment, if only one que:tion were asked

por reference-file pass. Most applications, however, aill re-

quire answering more than one question per pass. An alternative

for small files is to share computer time with other users.

To answer mare than one question (and to perform system

self-analysis and provide flexibility in optional features),

0 Technical assistance in drawing figure 1 was given by
Clayton Shepherd, Univac Engineering Center, Philadelphia.
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the computer used should have (1) a memory which is large enough

to store the file of questions being processed, and (2) memory

access and arithmetic operations fast enough to allow the large

number of necessary comparisons to be made in a practicable length

of time. The speed of input-output devices may or may not limit

efficiency, depending on the equipment used and the parameters

of the particular retrieval problem concerned.

1-3. INPUT FILE

The method described in this paper presumes the existence

of a well-ordered file, Incorporating the above requirements.

The input file miqht contain descriptions of documents, such as

books, articles, patents, or musical scores, or it might contain

descriptions of factual information, such as the properties of

compounds, airplane seating arrangements, vital statistics, and

so On.

The -ethod assumes that the descriptions contained in the

file will have been built systematically, and that the system is

known to the persons who will interrogate the file. In many

information-retrieval applications a thesaurus also may be used

with the system described here.

1-4. OUTPUT

Using the methed described, the output format can very,

de)pendlg en the needs of the system's clientele, the types
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of auxiliary files manltained to suppl,[ment the master file. and

the configuration of retrieval-systen equipment.

1-5. NETHO( FLEXIRILII'Y

This informatIon-retri3val method is extremely flexible be-

cause of the following features and program options.

1-6. SPECIFICITY

An outstanding feature of-the method is that one can ask a

specific q;estion, but still provide compensation for a null

answer through having asked too specific a question. ror example.

one might ask a question containinq four keys. or descriptive units,

of the system, which can be called A, B. C., and D. Referring to a

previous example, these might represent cats, dogs, rabbits, and

hamsters. If the file contains nothing about all four keys takes

together, the system can be requested te give information about ABC,

BCD, or CD, or any other grouping of keys. If keys are used that

do not occur in the parent question, a new parer t question is formed;

thus, if one decided that the grouping of rabbits, hamsters, and

guinea pigs might be interesting, the method described would consider

this a new question. The machine program is completely flexible with

respect to the number of keys a search may contain; however, the

optimum number probably is three to six keys.
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1-7. ALTERN4ATE SEARCHES AND SJBSEARIICES

The method is flexible as to the number of possible subsearcher,

using different key combinations in the parent question. It also is

flexibie as to the number of questions that can be asked simultaneouply,

each question consisting of a search and its subsearches.

1-8. OMPTtT BOUNDS

As shown in steps 2 and 4 of figure 1, this retrieval method

also can accommodate bounds for the output of kny ona question, so

that, for example, the Inquirer may state that if there are less then

ten references to the search subject (the class represented by the

question), an additional set of keys should be searched as well;

thus, if the file contains little on cats end dcgs. what is there

on pets? Or. the inquirer may state that if there are more then

some arbitrary upper limit, say 100 references to the search subject,

the machine should abandon the search and Inform the human inquirer

tkit he asked too comprehensive a question to be practical.

Tie method provides for the option that if subsearches and

sub-subsearches are performed, a reference will be recorded for only the

most specific level of pertinence (figure 1, step 2). For example,

assume that a question calls for the descriptors

astronauts
gravity ()
mesn
spaceships

II,



and the inquirer stipulates that a more general interest of his could

be expressed by the descriptors

astrernauts
gravi ty(B
spaceshi ps

If a document contains all four or the descriptors called for In A.

that document number is recorded as being pertinent for A, but not

for R. Several reasons for %dopting this option are discussed more

fully later.

1-9. OPT IONAL OUTPUT INFORMATION

The output of th'is retrieval system can provide nnt only the

material needed to satisfy the inquirer, but a record of the

Interrogation details which allow the system administrators to

analyze its eff!ciency. For cicuiple, a record may be kept of what

question was asked (what keys were used); how many subsearches the

question entailed; what keys were contained in the subsearches;

how many references were located for each search and subsearch; which

of the references, after editing the search, were given to the in-

quirer: and so on.

By uslipg this kind of information to analyze system function,

one can determine such things as which input keys actually are used

as output keys; in what combinations they are used, and vith what

degree of efficiency.
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Such determinations ari useial in revising retrieval-system

compoasests. or in revising human use of. the components, Examples

are (1) for making revisions to tl~e iapat-output. thtsaurus, (2)

for helping Input-output staffs to achieve coincidence In theIr

use of the thesaurus. 0.) for helping tie output staff to learn

through o.periwace how best to put questions to the computer

systom. &ad so on. The isforsiation also night be used for coo-

pering one retrieval system with amother to study their relative

efficioenes.
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SECTION 2

THlE METHOD APPIED~l AT ASTIA

2-1. INTRODUCTION

The Armed Services Technical Information Agency (ASTIA),

Arlington. Virginia. Is the first organization to apply the method

described. At the time of this writing, the applicaation still is

In development. There axe~some recent publications by the ASTIA

staff describing their automation activities.

Figure 2 contains a block diagra witb facsimile tape formats

for the method as it will be used at ASTIA; figure 3 containsa

flow chart* of the ASTIA application. The latter flow chart is

more detailed than that in figure 1, but reflects the limitations

of a particular set of parameters and a particular configurstion

of equipment..

2-2. SJUIPMENT

The computer system used at ASTIA is a Remington Rand Univac"!_

Solid State 90 Computer, with tape components. Output is by means

of a Univscý& High-Speed Printer and a card punch.

I Held, J. Heston, "Project MARS,' Special Libraries 51 (1960),
pp. 115-121.

2 AutgMation of AMTI : A Preliminary Repar , ASTIA Document

No. 227,000. Available on request.

0This flow chart and the detailed logic of the method as
applied at ASTIA were supplied by J K. Henderson, Richard Mayhew,
and Arnold Dubinaky, of the tUnivocz! Sales Office, Washington, D.C.
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2:. INUT_ FYI1.k;

At first, the input file was on punched cards; the punched-

cards, however, werr. recently ieplaced by magne-,ic tape. The in-

put file contains approAimately 25C000G document descriptions,

with an average of 8 descriptors per document. The document

descriptions are controlled by a thesaurus, used also by ref-

erence librarians for transcribing an inquiry into machine

l anguage.

2-4. 011TIONS

A number of' options tdescrihed earlier) concernin'4 subsearches,

upper and lower kioundls for the number of referenes~ contained in

answers, and so forth, have been ine'orporated into the ASTIA syst.~m.

A search tape will be made up each day for an average of N~) questions,

each question entailmng ~iiii to Q subsearches. A sample question form

* for guiding search and suhsearch formulation is shown in figure 4.

The option has beer adopted that for any question, a pertinent

document number is recorded only once: at the level of greatest

specificity. Reasons for adopting this option are given under

heading 2-13.

2-5. PROGRAM PROCEDURE

Ans shown es the block diagram (figure 2) the program consists

of four runs and three sorts. One oi AsC runs, however, has two

phases.
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2-6. RU� 1 (S�U�CE)

* Puueched input card5, each containing one search or subsearch,

are sequence checked as they are read to iniure that teey are in

request-n�amber order. EThis is important in run 3.)

Th*� number of descriptors used by each search is counted; this

count along with the request number is written on the F file.

As each descriptor is countedit is wrltte�, with the request

number, on the search file (S).

Certain validity checks, not shown in fIgure. 2 or 3, also are

made on each card.

The last step in run I is to uort the S file to descriptor

order.

2-7. .JN 2, PHASE I (P1.11.1.)

The S-file descriptors are matched aqbinst those in the document

file (master file D). which is in descriptor urder. When a descriptor

is found I. the master file it is written en the G fib, along with

all of the document numbers associated with It.

2-8. m 2, PHASE II (MERGE)

All G-f lie document numbers are examined one at a time, and

written with heir descriptors once for each rfquest with which they



2-9. RUN 3 (PARTITION)

Successive records in the R file are examined until a change

in document anid request numbers is encountered. Successive records

contuining identical document and request numbers are called a par-

tition; the number or records in a partition is noted.

The request number is used as an entry to the F file to count

the deszriptors used by that search. If this count is the same as

the number of records in the partition, the document number In that

partition satisfies the search.

All document numbers which satisfy a search, along %ith the

request numbers, are written on the T file.

After the partitioning is completed, the T file is sorted to

request-number order.

2-10. RUN 4 (ANALYZE)

Run 4, the last, consists of the final analysis. If there are

less than the optional number of references for each run (e) to level

A for each question, then level-8 hits are printed; otherwise they

are discarded. In addition, a document number is recorded at the

level of greatest specificity.

2-1l. OUTPUT

At the end of the machine manipulations, the reference librarian

receives an output of three cards. Cards I and 2 are 5- by 8-inch

cards, card 3 a standard machine-punched card.

11
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2-12. CARD 1

C';-rd I. shown in l'iqure 5, is prepared by the high-speed

printer; it ide'nti fies the search and gives the document numbers

pertinent ýo that search or subsearch.

2-13. CARD 2

As was mentioned earlier, the option was adopted for the ASTTA

application that for any quistion, a pertinent document number is

recorden oniy at the ievei otf yrea~ebeL xpet.iticLy. This u1,Liini vvai

chosen because card 21, shown in figure 6. is prepared for each per-

tinent reference~; it identifies the document and search or subsearch.

and gives the abstract of the document. If this option had not been

adopted, many additional. time-consuming abstract copies would have

been needed. Since only one copy of an abstract will be used for

answering an inquiry under this option, subsearches may be used

without checking the document numbers or abstracts for duplication.

2-14. CARD .1

The pertiniont facts about a search are recorded in machine code

on card 3, a punched card. These cards facilitate automatic com-

pilation of reports about retrieval-system use and efficiency, as

suggested earlier In this paper.

1.20



CONCILSIONS

rhe options provided in this qeneralized information-retrieval

methon (shown in fiqure 1) can he used to define the character!stics

of a particular system so that it can be compared with another system

defined accordinq to the same terms.

lsinq the plan outlined in fiqures I and 1, system operators

can decide whether the system is to answer 2 or 200 questions per

day, whether they must he answered in minutes or hours, and whether

the output will consist of reference numhers, original material,

or photostats, and so forth. When these decisions have been made,

the necessary staff and machine canacities can he determined.

The ASTIA-application flow chart (figure M) may be helpful in

automating future retrioval systems, even though different equipment

or options are chosen.

Any input-output equipment can be used with the method-including

equipment of the future.
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Qu~estion No. Dot* __________

A. Dostriptors to ho soorched

Ml.rt dosrilpters her.. Order themuboer.

Doesriptors Codes

1. Astroosstics 100 Astroaoutics 610.0w

2. U... * Gravity 2.7)0.000

3. Space flight 1*9 2. 3o.O

4. Gravity TWS-i filight 6.241.0m0

S.

S. If. aod *sly It, there art lose thus 10 refereae.. to the "oha,.
wbIeh1 Csho$ghe should he eccoptod?- It the sabehogrceh would

hofter tor nvew though the?* wore were thee 10 referoee**
partaiimeg to (A). list then "otde (C) asoloed a(fboeo.

Codes codes

lot .A0.0C202 1.750.000

2. = D I 2.120.000

C~od. Cod*@

Ust **do$ to aseeadisg s"aeeeo.

C. kesoid myp other ossalestiomo of the deocripters give to (A) he of
eatsroot?- If so. live the teo" oIemwtloes desired. (210(1 of 5)

Cedee Code"

Codol) Coeds

cedes

floorip 4. Swo 980. rooloemn for idoluga Searobsoda ak"Geroh PoMlotloa
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